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June 19, 1987 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Ccntracting Offirer, M/S 126 
NASA- langley Research Center 
Hamptcn, VA 23665-5225 
Mr. Dorst: 
Office of Ci'ants and Contract Accounting 
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Randall Bailey, Fi~ial Mgmt Associate 
Grants and Contracts Accounting 
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Enclosure 
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Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geophysical Sci • 0340 
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Technical Representative, M/S 475 (2 copies) 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) (2 copies) 
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·-. 
Direct Labor Dollars 11 11 11 11 20 31 31 
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July 24, 1c:1:57 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Contracting Officer, M/S 126 
NASA - Langley ResearCh Center 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 
Mr. Dorst: 
Office of Cnnts and Contract Acoounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman HalVEmerson BuiJding 
Allanta, Georgia 30332..0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Enclosed is the Monthly Ccntractor Financial Management Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended June 30, 1987. 
If you have questions or require additional information, please contact me at 
(404) 894-6759· 
Sincerely, 
Raira.a11 Bailey, F~cial Mgmt Associate 
Grants and Contracts Accoo.nting 
RB/djt 
Enclceure 
cc: Dr. c. S. Kiang, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Ms. Lucy Blunschi, Geophysi~ Sci. 0340 
OCA/CSD 0420 (2 copies)v 
Contract Administrator, M/S 126 
Technical Representative, M/S 475 (2 copies) 
Coot Accrunting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) (2 copies) 
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August 25, 1987 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Contracting Officer, M/S 126 
NASA - Langley ResearCh Center 
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Q.- 3 · (._, 'I 
Office of Grants and Contract Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall/Fmerson Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Enclosed is the Monthly Cootractor financial 1'Rmgement Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended July 31, 1987 . 
..If yoo have questicns or require add.i tional info!1IB.ticn, please contact me at 
(404) 894-6759-
Sincerely, 
V" . 0 
Rmdall miley' financial Mgmt Associate 
Grants and Contracts Accounting 
RB/djt 
mclooure 
cc: Dr. C. S. Kiang, Geophysiml Sci. 0340 
Dr. D .. M. Cunnold, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Ms. Lucy Blunsdhi, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
OCA/ CSD 0420 ( 2 copies) v 
Contract Administrator, M/S 126 
TeChnical Representative, M/S 475 (2 copies) 
Coot Accounting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) (2 copies) 
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'February 12, 1988 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Contracting Officer, M/S 126 
NASA- langley Resea.rcil Center 
lkmptcn, VA 23665-5225 
Mr. Dorst: 
Office of fnnts and Contract Aanunting 
GeorJia Institute of Technolo!Y 
Lyman HalVEmerson lkliJding 
Allanta, Georgia 30332..0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Enclooed is the Mmthly Ccntra.ctor 'Financial ~ment Report for Ccntra.ct 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended August 31, 1~. 
If' yru have queetiooa or require additional inforiiBtion, plea.se contact me at 
( 404) 894-6757. 
Sincere~v. 
:rs:rcy A.tlconnell, Accruntant II 
Grants and Contracts Accamting 
LAC/djt 
Encloeure 
cc: Dr. C. s. Kiang, GeoJi'lysiml Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, GeoJilYsiCB.l Sci. 0340 
Ms. illcy Blunachl, GeO}ilysi CRl Sci • 0340 
OCA/CSD 0420 (2 copiesV 
Contract Administrator, M/S 126 
Techni ml Repreaentati ve, M/S 4 75 ( 2 copies) 
Cret Accounting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) ( 2 copies) 
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'February 12, 1988 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Cootracting Officer, M/S 126 
NASA- langley Researdl Center 
Imnpton, VA 23665-5225 
Mr. Dorst: 
Office of Cnnts and Contract koounting 
Georgia lnsdtuk of TecbnoloJy 
L)lllan HaJVFmerson &Uding 
Allanta, Georgia 30332.0259 
404. 894. 4624; 2629 
:Enclosed is the Moothly Coo.tractor Financial l"Bm.gement Report for Coo.tract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the pericxl ended September 30, 1987. 
If yru have questions or require additional infonm.tion, please ccmtact me at 
( 404) 894-6757. 
Sincerely, 
IB.rcy A. 'tamell, Accountant II 
Grants and Contracts Accounting 
LAC/djt 
Enclooure 
cc: Dr. c. s. Kiang, Geo}ilysirel Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, GeoJ;ilysirel Sci. 0340 
Ms. lucy Blunschi, GeoiilYsi<Rl Sci. 0340 
OCA/CSD 0420 ( 2 copies) v--
Contract Administrator, M/S 126 
Techni <Rl 'Representative, M/S 4 75 ( 2 copies) 
Coot Accounting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) (2 copies) 
ONR RR 04~ 
"File: G-35-6ff7 /R6305-0AO 
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'February 12, 1988 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Ccntracting Officer, M/S 126 
NASA- langley Researdl Center 
Ba.mpt on, VA ~3665-5225 
Mr. Dorst: 
Offia! of Grants and Contract Acrounting 
Georpa losdtute of Technology 
Lyman HalVEmerson &ilding 
Allanta, Georgia 30332.0259 
404. 894. 4624; 2629 
:Ellcla3ed ie the Moothly Cootractor Financial Management Report for Cootract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended October 31, 1~. 
If yru havE~ questioos or require addi tiC!'lB.l infonm.tion, please contact me at 
( 404) 894-6757. 
Sincerelv. 
larry Ar Ccrmell, Accountant II 
Grants and Contracts Accounting 
LAC/djt 
:Ellcl ooure 
cc: Dr. C. S. Kiang, Geophysiml Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geo};ilysioo.l Sci. 0340 
Ms. illcy Blunsdli, Geophysiml Sci. 0340 
OCA/ CSD 0420 ( 2 copies )1._.-
Ccntract Administrator, M/S 126 
Tedmiml Representative, M/S 475 (2 copies) 
Coat Accounting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) (2 copies) 
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Direct Labor Dollars 0 0 24.1 24.1 6.9 31 31 
Fringe Benefits 0 0 4.6 4.6 .4 5 5 
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'February 12, 1988 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Ccntracting Officer, M/S 126 
NASA - langley Resea.rcil Center 
&mptoo, VA 23665-5225 
Mr. Dorst~ 
Office of <nnts and Q>nlraet ka>untlng 
Geoi'Jia lnlti~ ofTedmoiOI)r 
Lyman HaJl/Fmerson &Uding 
Allanta, Georgia 30332..0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
:Ehcla:sed 'is the Moothly Ccntractor Financial M3.na.gement Report for Cootract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended November 30, 1997. 
If yru have questions or require additional inform.tion, please contact me at 
( 404) 894--6757. 
Sincerely, 
larry AVCannell, Accrunta.nt II 
Grants and Cootracts Accamting 
LAC/djt 
Enclooure 
cc: Dr. c. S. Kiang, Geo:Iflysiml Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geo}ilyaical Sci. 0340 
Ms. illcy :Blunschl, Geo}ilyaiCB.l Sci. 0340 
OCA/CSD 0420 ( 2 copies) v-
Ccntract Administrator, M/S 126 
TemniCB.l Representa.ti ve, M/S 475 (2 copies) 
Coot Accamting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) (2 copies) 
ONR HR 04~ 
File: G-35-607 /F.£305-DAO 
An Equal Education and Employment OpoMunjly lmtttntion 
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Langley Research Center 
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,ROM I 
Georgia Tech Research Corporation 
P. 0. Box 100117 
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'Febnary 12, 1988 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Ccntracting Officer, M/S 126 
NASA - langley Resea.rcil Center 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 
Mr. Dorst:: 
Office of Cnnts and Contract koounting 
GeorJia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall/Emerson &Uding 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332..()259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
:Ehclooed is the Mcnthly Contractor 'Financial fthna.gement Report for Ccntract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the pericxl ended December 31, 1987. 
If yru have questioos or require additional infornation, please contact me at 
( 404) 894--6757. 
Sincerely. 
lArry A. ~ooneu, Accounuurt II 
Grants and Ccntracts Accounting 
· LAC/djt 
Enclooure 
cc: Dr. C. S. Kiang, GeoJbysical Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Ms. Lucy Blunschl, GeoJbysi cal Sci • 0340 
OCA/ CSD 0420 ( 2 copies) L---
Contra.ct Administrator, M/S 126 
Techniml Representative, M/S 475 (2 copies) 
Coot Accounting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) (2 copies) 
ONR RR 04~ 
File: G-35-607/R63~AO 
MAftOMAL AIIONAUfiCI AMOI,ACI ADMINISTIATION I' orm A ppro•td ~ . • 0"11U fiNe OAW I 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT ""'lftt& l'urcan1 No: t O.f·ROOII 12/31/87 23 
101 FltOMt I. COtfT"ACT WA&.V« 
Langley Research Center Georgia Tech Research Corporation ~t, COITI 
' 
h, ~ltlt 
A.ttn: Mr. James A. Dorst P. o. Box · 100117 . 
Financial Mana~ement, M/S 126 Atlanta, Georgia 30384 I 
~rnn~nn UA 2 665-5225 s 70 I - <1 -
jte, , .... , ~. CONTnACT NO, ANO '-ATilT OIP'INfTIIIO AMINO• •. ~UNO '.IMITATION 
MIENT NO, s • I I. Dr.ICIItfiTION Cost Reimbursable NASl-18487 70 - 0 -or ............. 
CCNITIIACT r, ICOI'Il 0~ won" ct, AUTH, CONTft, ~1:,., (SI,,.Itlur•) I OATil It, INVOICil AMTI et&.I.&D •• TOTAl."" Tl •cc•o 
ERSB/SAGE II 2-12-88 s 59.2 I 42.6 
7. COSTS tNCU .. ,.!O/HOU"S w6'fUC! 0 I. ESTIMATED COITS/H .. S, TO COMfiL!T! I. IITIIIATIO "INAI. 
DUftiN 0 MONTH CUM. TO DATI DITAIL. COITt/MOU"I ''· u•· 
"''-LIO 
I. III~O"T .. G CATIOO"Y eAL.ANCC o.-ot.-s 
0~ CONe CONT.-ACT 
ACTUAl. "L.ANN CO ACTUAL. "L. ANN CO . CONTIIACT Til ACTO .. OUT• .. ' . I &11'1WAT& YA\.U& ITAIIOIN • 
• • .. c d •• • .. • •• 
-
I 
Direct Labor Dollars 2.9 2.9 27 . 0 27.0 4 31 31 
Benefits 0 0 4.6 4.6 ~- 4 5 5 
I 
Fringe 
Jverhead 1.7 1.7 22.7 22.7 -..4:. 3 27 27 
. 
' :>ther Direct Costs 0 0 4.9 4.9. 2.1 7 7 
59.2 







February 1 2, 1988 
Mr. James A. Dorst 
Contracting Offi~r, M/S 126 
NASA - le.ngley Reaee.rcil Center 
Hampton, VA 2366~5225 
Mr. Dorst: 
Office of Cnnts and Contract Acrounting 
Gcol]la Institute of TedmoJoay 
Lyman HaiVErnerson &lilding 
Atlanta, Georgia 30 332-{)2 59 
404.894.4624; 2629 
!llclosed is the Moothly Contractor "Financial lWE.gement Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the pericxl ended January 31, 1938. 
If yru have questions or require additional infornation, please contact me at 
( 404) 894-6757. 
Sincerelv. 
IB.rry A .... Connell, Accountant II 
Grants and Contracts Accamting 
LAC/djt · 
Enclosure 
cc: Dr. C. S. Kiang, GeoJi'lysi ml Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, GeoP,Ysiml Sci. 0340 
Ms. illcy Blunscili , Geoiflysi cal Sci • 0340 
OCA/CSD 0420 ( 2 copies) ;...--
Contract Administrator, M/S 126 
TeChnical Representative, M/S 475 (2 copies) 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 (via DCAA) (2 copies) 
ONR RR 04~ 
"File:: G-35-6CJ7 /R6305-0AO 
NA Y!OMAL AIIONAUTIC! !MO I'AC! !DIUMP!T!!TIOM 1: om. A rfWOYecf "'"' . • 
a. oc•o• Y roo _, YM IN DoNO ANO ""'""~ , ·~ 
-~~tiiU !fNS OA'!'! . : 




•• FlltOMt I. COtiY"aCY •• .. u« 
. 
Langley Research Center 
Attn: Mr. James A. Dorst Georgia Tech Research Corporation "· cont , h, ~~E 
P. o. Box 100117 I Financial Management, M/S 126 0 
Hampton, VA 23665·5225 Atlanta, Georgia 30384 I 70 I - 0 
, 
•· '"~c lt. CONTnACT NO, AND &.ATCIT OCII'INITtiCO AMCND• •. ~UNO '.IMITATION MIENT NO, s 70 • s .. 0 .. 
~. D~IC"If'TION Cost Reimbursable NASl-18487 0,. .. .-.-.-. .... 
CONT .. ACT r. ICOf'C o~ won.- cf, AUTH. CON Tn, "l:fl, (.SII,.Itlt,•J IDATC It, tNVOICC AMTI ee-.-.CD •• TOT A'- ~·'II "CC'D 
ERSB/SAGE II )-12-88 I 60.8 s 42.6 
7, COSTS INCU .. ._!O/HOUIU ~K! 0 I.ISTIMAT!OCOSTS/M .. S, TOCOMftL!T! t. IITIMATIO ~INAL 
OU"tNO MONTM cuw. TO OAYI OCT AIL COl TSIMOV"I II, UN• r•'"a.ro 
I. "lftO .. TING CATIGO"V •ALANCC 0"0'"' ·~ co ... ACTUA\. IILANNIO ACTUA\. 11\. ANN 10 ,. ... c,. ... c ... ,. •• c,. OUT• ' CONT .. ACT ., I .. ,., ... ,.. .... v. ITA•o••• 
• ,, ... e. ... • • ' .. • • \ 
. 
IDirPrf" T . .Ahnr nnll~ra 1.0 1.0 27.9 27.9 3.1 31 31 
Fringe Benefits 0 0· 4.6 4.,6 .4 5 5 
Overhead . 6 .6 23.3 23.3 3.7 27 27 
' ·' \ .. -.. Other Direct Costs 0 0 4.9 4.9 2.1 7 7 
\ 
... 







July 5, 1983 
Ms. Panice H. Clark, Contracting Officer 
NASA - langley Resmrch Center 
"Fina.ncial M:l.nagement Division M/S 126 
Ha.mpt on, VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contract Accounting 
--- - -- - -- --
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall/ Fmer50n Building 
Atlanta. Georgia )0332-{)259 
404. 894.4624 ; 2629 
SUBJN;T: NASA-langley Contract NAS1-18487, financial M3.nagement Report 
Ms. Clark: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial ~nagement Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended February 28, 1988. I apologize for the 
delay in su1:xni tting this report. 
If you have questions or require additional inforrration, please contact 
IB.rry Con.n.ell at (404) 894-6757 or Linda Gill at (404) 894-5526. 
Sincerely, 
IB.vid V. 'YJ"elch, Director 
Grants and Contracts Accounting 
DVW/LAC/djt 
Enclosure 
cc: Dr. C. S. Kiang, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi , Geophysical Sci . 0340 
Ms. Im lashley, OCA 0420 
OCA/ CSD 0420 ( 2 copies) t./ 
Tech. Rep. M/S 234 
Coot Accounting M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (OCAA) 
ONR RR 0490 
file: G-35~1/R6271-0AO 
6o1 
A Unit of the Univtnil} SysLem of Gtrrgia Ml Equal Edu~tion and Employment ()pp.:J'!uni lr..sUrution . .._ __ _ 
.. ,. '"'""'" AIUIV .. AU lf{;J A"O J ~AC! ADMINISTIIIATIOM orm A rpro•eff 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MAHAGEMENi REFORi iiu,ir.rt i\urrnu No. i O~·ROoi i 
Langley Research Center 
Attn : Ms . Panice H. Clark 
Financial Management , M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 2366 5- 5225 
FRONt 
Georgia Tech Ressearch Corp . 
P. 0 . Bo x 100117 
Atlanta , GA 30384 
• • . .. _ .. v• • ., v •• .... vnr tn ...... .,, .... • r•¥ .. v- n .. • • V • 
o~~•u TtNO oa• • 
2/28/ 8 8 21 
OITI 
s s -· o -
... '" .. I[ b. CONTnACT NO. ANO~ATIEIT OI:,.INITIZI:O AWI:NO. 4 . ~UN ION 
Mf!NT NO . 
. or. sc .. ,r TIO~ Cost Reimbursable 
or 
r. ICO~C 0" won111 
ERSB/SAGE II 
I. _.[,.O,.Tt~G CAT!GO"V 
ACTUAL ~LANNCO ACTUAL 
Direct Labor Dollars 1 . 0 1 . 0 28 . 
Fringe Benefits 0 0 4 . 6 
Overhead 1 . 0 1 . 0 2!~ • 3 
Jther Direct Cost~~ . 7 . 7 5 . 6 





4 . 6 . 4 
24 . 3 2 . 7 
5 . 6 1 . 4. 
6 40 6 . 6 
s - 0 -
60 . 8 



















July 5, 19B8 
Ms. Panice H. CJark, Ccntracting Officer 
NASA - Langley ResearCh Center 
"Fimncial M:ulagement Di visicn M/S 126 
fumpt en, VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contract Accounting 
~rgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hali/Fmerson Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332..0259 
404 • 894 • 4624; 2629 
~T: NASA-langley Contract NASi-18487, Financial M3.mgement Report 
Ms. CJark: 
Enclosed l.s the Monthly Contractor Financial fJB.nagement Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended r-hrch 31, 1988. I apologize for the de1a.y 
in subnitting this report. 
If yoo have questions or require addi tiona.l info:rn:ation, please contact 
larry Connell at (404) 894-6757 or Linda Gill at (404) 894-5526. 
Sincerely, 
Iavid V. Welch, Director 
Gra.nts and Contracts Accoonting 
DV'fl /LAC I? jt 
'Ellclooure 
cc: Dr. c. S. Kiang, Geoiizysical Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geoiizysiml Sci .• 0340 
Ms. IiUci Bluns<ili, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Ms. Ina Iashley, OCA 0420 
OCA/ GSD 0420 ( 2 copies)~ 
Tech ~ Rep. M/S 234 
Coot Accounting M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (OCAA) 
ONR RR 04~ 
File: G-3~/R6Z71-()A0 
I,IY/ 
A Unit r1 the UnMf'Stry s~ o1 G9-gia An Equal Education and Employment Oppor1unlty lnstllutkKt 
I. ·~·Ofl Y "Oft WON TH ~NDtN. A"D NU.UIC" O" 
I 
IU""UH\ol AND S'AC! ADMIMIST.ATIOM 1: otm A rpro•ecf o.-~fUTING OAYI . 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nutlr.et 1\urenu No. 1 O.f·R0011 oj/31/88 . 23 
lOr Langley Center FROMt 
'. I" Research Georgia Tech Research Corp. 
Attn: Ms. Pan ice H. Clark 4 COlT I ' 
h • .,~, 
M/S 126 
P. 0. Box 100117 I 
Financial Management, Atlanta, GA 30384 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 s 70 s - ~ -
(11, TY ~~ b. CONTnACT NO. ANO LATI:IT OE,.INITIZI:O AM&NO• •· "UNO '.IWI TAT ION 
,_.f:NT NO. s • s 0 Cost Reimbursable 70 - -I. O~SC•II'TION NASl-18487 0,. I. ~~;; L\,IN& 
CONT•ACY r. ICOf'& 0" WOAIC cf, AU TH, CON Tn. ,_1:,., (SifnllfUIII) (DAT& 11, INVOIC& AMTI ••'-'-&0 ~. TOTA'- .. , Tl "CC'O 
I 
ERSB/SAGE II 07/05/88 s 60.8 s 60.8 
c CUA 1!0. IU wo :! [STI ·T!O COSTS/HAS. TO COM ·~! ! t. ESTIMAT!O ,.INAI. 
DVA IN G WDN TH CUW. TO OA Tf! 01: AIL COSTt/HOU"I ''· u•· ,.,~~!0 
I. ,.,,.O .. TING CAT!GO"V .AL ANC. o•o~:•• CON• 0" CONY .. ACY OUT• ACTUAL .. LANN~D ACTUAL fiLANN~D . CONT .. ACT Y"ACTO .. 
' I I 
~." ..... ,. 'IA~U· IT ANDINO 
• It t d .. at. c. • ~-
Direct Labor Dollars 1.0 1 .. 0 29.9 ,29. 9 l .1 ll 3l 
Fringe Benefits 0 0 4 . 6 4 . 6 . 4 5 5 
Overhead . 6 . 6 24.9 24.9 2.1 27 27 
Other Direct Costs 0 0 5.6 5.6 1.4 7 7 
Total Costs l . 6 1.6 6S.O 6S.O !:) 0 lO 70 
' 
: 
n- ~ [::).- r; n_7 1 R () ~ n ~ - n I1 n 
' _ J 
Tech 
August 1 6 ,. 1 988 
Ms. Pani ce H. Clark, Contracting Officer 
NASA - langley Research Center 
Fimncial l'tru1agement Division M/S 126 
fumpt on, VA 2366 5 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall/Emerson BuiJding 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
SUB.JNjT: NASA-langley Contract NAS1-18487, Fimncial ~gement Report 
Ms. Clark: 
Enclosed :Ls the Monthly Contractor Financial :r-RrBgement Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended July 31, 1988. 
If you have questions or require additional info:nration, please contact 
larry Connell at ( 404) 894-6757. 
Sincerely, 
Iavid V. Welch, Director 
Grants and Contracts Accounting 
DVW/LAC/d~it 
Enclosure 
cc: Dr. C. S. Kiang, Geophysiml Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geophysiml Sci. 0340 
Ms. I1uci Blunsdli, Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Ms • Ina. lashley,. OCA 0420 
OCA/ CSD 0420 ( 2 copies) [.,..-"' 
Tech .. Rep. M/S 234 
Coot Accounting M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR HR 0490 
File! G-35-£9t/R6271-0AO 
t,(y1 
A Unit of the Universit)' System of Georgia All Equal Education and Fmployment Opportunity Institution 
,..,.'-'" ••" c..,...u,,..,. ll'r•u "'-',_..."._,. ... ...,r 
I _, _,. ,..,... .,- ~ r ,.....,~;;; ""''"'''" '"'I"'"' I IUf" I' orm 1\ pprovcct OPEn•TI"'C OAY! - -
I MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT rludr,cc 1\urc~n No. 1 Oti- R. 00! ! 07/31/88 21 -~~ 110: Langley Research Center FROMr Georgi a Tech Research Corp. 3. CO,TnACT \'ALUF. 
Attn: Ms. Pan ice Ho Clark P.O. Box 1-0117 <l, COSTS ~ t>. FEE 
Financial r~anagement, M/S 126 Atlanta, GA. 30384. 
Hampton, VA. 23665-5225 s 70 s -0- • 
11, TV P E b. CONTnACT NO. ANDLATEST DEFINITIZED AMEND· 4. FUND '- 1 .... 1 T A T I 0 N 
UENT NO. 
s 70 I -0-
I. OF:'SCRII"TION Cost Reimbursable NAS1-18487 
s 
or I . I"'ILI..INC 
CONTnACT r. SCOI"E OF wonK ct. AUTH . CONTn. RE" . (SI~niHur,.) I DATE: !l, INVOICE A~TS Ba.LEO b, 'i'OTAL PYTS REC'O 
ERSB/SAGE II 08/16/88 s 90.6 s 60.3 
7. COSTS INCURRED/HOURS WORI<EO B. ESTIPo4ATEO COSTS/H RS. TO C0'-4PLETE 9. ESTI'-4ATEO FINAL. 
OUniNG MONTH CUU. TOOATE DETAIL COSTS/HOURS 
10. UN. 
,.II..L.[O 
6. REPORTING CATEGORY BALANCE ORO!:RS CON· OF CONT.-ACT OUT· ACTUAL Pl.. ANN EO A CTVAL PI..AN"'EO CONTRACT TAACTOR .,, f 
E!TIUAT~ 
YAI..UE STANDING 
Ill b c. d. .. b. C, II, b. 
·-
Direct Labor Dollars .4 .4 42.1 42.1 15.9 58 58 
Fringe Benefits -0- -0- 7.0 7.0 2.5 9.5 9.5 
Overhead .2 .2 34.5 34.5 15.2 49.7 49.7 
Other Direct Costs -0- -0- 7.0 7.0 5.7 12.7 12.7 





September 7.{, 1988 
Ms. Panice H. Clark, Contracting Officer 
NASA - Langley ResearCh Center 
Financial M:ma.gement Division M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Office of Cnnts and Contract Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall/Fmerson BuUding 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332..0259 
404•894•4624; 2629 
SUB.JH:!T: NASA-Langley Contract NAS1-18487, Financial M:magement Report 
Dear Ms. Clark: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor financial fJB.nagement Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended August 31, 1988. 
If you have questions or require addi tiona.l info:nm.tion, please contact 
larry Cormell at (404) 894-6757. 
Sincerely, 
IB.vid V. Welch, Director 
Grants and Contracts Accrunting 
DVW/LAC/ djt 
Enclooure 
cc: Dr. C. S. Kiang, Geophysiml Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, Geophysiml Sci. 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, Geophysiml Sci. 0340 
Ms. Im Ia.shley, OCA 0420 
OCA/CSD 0420 (2 copies) 
Tech. Hep. M/S 234 
Coot Accounting M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR 0490 
File: G-35-607 /R6:;J5-0AO 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia An Equal Education and Employment Opportunity Institution 
IIIlA TIONA&. AIUIONAUTI~I AMIJ-1 ,AC! ADMIMISTIIA TIOM Form A rproYcd O .. IIEfUTING OAYI 
- - - -
110' 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nullr.ct llurcnu No. I O~·ROOII 08/31/88 23 
Langley Research Center FROMt I. COtiTftACT VALU.: 
Attn: Ms. Panice H. Clark Georgia Tech Research Corp. i't. COITI ! h, rt:IIE 
Fin an cia l Management, M/S 126 P. 0. Box 100117 
I 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 Atlanta, GA. 30384 . s 130 s -0- • .. , .... , b. CONTnAC T NO. AND L.ATEIT Dt:riNITIII:O A ... I:ND• •. rUNO '.IWITATION 
WENT NO. 130 • -0-
I. D(SCitlfiTION s s 
or Cost Reimbursable NAS1-18487 I. "ILLIN. 
CONT,.ACT r. tCO" 1: or wonK ct, AU TH. CON Tn. ,_EP. (!l,niUur•) IOATI: a. INVOICE AWTI .ILL&O ~. TOTAL .... Tl "I:C'O 
ERSBLSAGE II 09/28/88 s 95.2 s 90 .. 0 
1. COSTS INCUAA£0/HOUAS WORK! 0 I. !STIMAT!O COSTSIH,.S, TO COMPL.!T! t. ISTIMATEO P'INAI. 
DURIN Q WON TH CUW. TO DATE DETAIL. COSTSIHOU"S 
10, UN• 




ACTUAL .. LANNI:O ACTUAL. .. L ANN 11£0 T,_ACTO" 
CONT .. ACT OUT· . CONT.-ACT .. , I &ITIMAT& VALUE STANDING 




Direct Labor [b 11 a rs .8 .8 42.8 42.8 15o2 58 58 
Fringe ~senefi ts -0- -0- 7.1 7o1 2.4 9.5 9.5 
Overhead 1.7 1.7 36.2 36.2 13.5 49.7 49.7 
Other Direct Costs 2.0 2o0 9.0 9.0 3.7 12.7 12.7 
129,g U29o9 
I 





.• Gmifl Tech 
February 22~ 1989 
Ms. Panice H. CLark~ Contracting Officer 
NASA - LangLey Research Center 
FinanciaL Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton~ VA 23665 
SUBJECT: NASA-LangLey Contract NASl-18487 
FinanciaL Management Report (533MJ 
Dear Ms. CLmak: 
Offi~ of Ci'ants and Contract Acrounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall/Emerson Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 3033Hl259 
404 ·894·4624; 2629 
EncLosed a-re the MonthLy Contractor FinanciaL Management Reports for Contract 
No. NAS1-1848? for the months ending September~ 1988 through January~ 1989. 
If you have questions or require additionaL information~ pLease contact either 
Linda K.ran;~z at ( 404) 894-5525 or Linda GiLL at ( 404) 894-5526. 
SincereLy~ 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides~ GeophysicaL Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. CunnoLd~ GeophysicaL Sci. 0340 
Ms. Luci BLunschi~ GeophysicaL Sci. 0340 
Ms. Ina LashLey~ OCA/PAD 0420 
OCA/CSD 0420 (2 copies)\/ 
Tech. Rep. M/S 234 
Cost Accounting M/S 135 via (M/S 175) v~a (DCAAJ 
ONR RR 0490 
FiLe: G-35-607/24-6-R6305-0AO 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia An Equal Education and FJnployment Opportunity lnstirution 
1: orm A pptoYcd 
- - - -
NA YIOMAL AIIONAUTICS AND S'AC! ADMINISYIATIOM 0,-EftiTINO OAVI 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nu,lr.~t 1\urenu No. IO~·ROOII 01/31/89 20 
10r Langley Research Center fROMt I. C 0 tiT ft a C T V A L U f: 
Attn: Ms. Pan ice H. Clark Georgia Tech Research Corp. "· COlT I I h. J'I:E 
Financial Management, M/S 126 P. 0. Box 100117 
I 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 Atlanta, GA 30384 s s - o· -130 .. '",. 1: b. CONTnACT NO. AND LATEIT OIEJ'INITIIEO a~~oeCNO· •. ,.UNO '.t ... ITATION lloeENT NO. • s I. Of:SC,.IPTION s 130 - 0 -Cost Reimbursable NASl-18487 or I. "ILLINO 
CONT .. ACT r. ICOI'C 0111' WOftM ct. au TH. CON Tn. IIIIE,, (.SI,nllfYr•) (OATC •· INVOICC A.,.TI ••'-'-CO ~. TOTA'- fll'f T• -.cc•o 
ERSB/SAGE II 2-22-89 s 113.5 S90. 0 
1. COSTS IHCUAA~O/HOURS WOAI<! 0 I. ESTIMAT!DCOSTS/H,U. TOCOMPL!T! t. ESTIMATIO ,.NA~ 
OUAIN 0 lloeON TH CUM. TO DATE Dl TAIL COSTS/HOU.-S 
10. UN• 
'''-LID 
I. ,_[110.-TIHG CATEGO"'t •A'-ANCC o-.o~:-.s CON• 0,. CONT-.aCT OUT· ACTUAL filL ANN CD ACTUAL filL ANN EO . CONT .. ACT T"ACTO,_ 
' I I CITI .. ATC 
VA'-UC ITANOING 
• b _f d .. b c • ~ 
-. 
Direct Labor Dollars 0 0 51.7 51.7 6.3 58 58 
Fringe Benefits 0 0 8.6 8.6 1. 0. 9.6 9.6 
Overhead 0 0 43.1 43.1 6.6 49.7 49.7 
Other Direct Costs 0 0 10.1 10.1 2 6 12 7 12 7 







- -.-- I. AE .. OfiT "On .. ONTH ENDING At40 NU .. ftCft 0,. 
MA TIONA&. AERONAUTICS AND S ,ACI! ADMIN IS Til A TIOM 1: orm A rpro•ed O~I'U TING OAYI 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nu,lr.et flurenu No. I O~·ROOII 12/31/88 17 
10: 
Langley Research Center 
FROM• 
Attn: Ms. Panice H. Clark Georgia Tech Research Corp. 
[11 C .OIT I i I h. II' I:£ 
I 
Financial Management, M/S 126 P. 0. Box 110117 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 Atlanta, GA 30384 s 130 s - 0 ~-, .. '"~I: b. CONTnACT NO. AND I.ATEST OEII'INITIZED A,_.I:ND· • ii'UND '.I ... ITATION 
'-4ENT NO. • 
I. O~SCAIPTION 
s 130 s - 0 -
or Cost Reimbursable NASl-18487 1\.LINO 
COHTAACT r. I c 0 IP 1: 0 II' wo n .c ct. AUTH. CONTn. lltEP. (SIIfUUur•) I DATI: •• INVOICI: A'-4TI 811.LI:D b. tOTAL .. ., Tl .. r:c•o 
ERSB/SAGE II 2-22-89 s 113.5 s 90.0 
IC 1/HOURS WORK! 0 I. ESTIMATt:DCOS 'HAS. TO COMPLt:Tt: t. ESTIMATED ~INAL 
DUn IN Q ,_.ON 'H cu ... '0 DATE DETAIL COSTS/HOURS 
10. UN. 




ACTUAL PLANNED ACTUAL PI,. ANN ED TAACTOA 
CONTAACT OUT· 
' CONTA.&CT ., f EITI .. ATI: VA"- VI: STANDING 
• b c d • b c • .. 
__ : ·-. 
Direct Labor Dollars 0 0 51 7 51. _7 6.3 58 58 
Fringe Benefits 0 0 8.6 8.6 1.0 9.6 9.6 
Overhead 0 0 43.1 43.1 6.6 49.7 49.7 
Other Direct Costs 0 0 10.1 10.1 2.6 12.7 12.7 






Form A rpro•cd 
........ -...,. ................. v,.. ...... 
NA TIOMAL AIIONAUTICI AND I ,AC! ADMINISTIIATION O,_IIIU TIN I OAY I 
MOHTHi.Y CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nu,lr.ct 1\urc:nu No. I Oif-ROOII 11/30/88 20 
lOr Langley Research Center FRONI I . COU,TftACT VAt.UP. 
Clark 
Georgia Tech Research Corp. 
"·COlli h. ,.EE Attn: Ms. Panice H. i 
' 
M/S 126 
P. 0. Box 100117 I 
Financial Management, Atlanta, GA 30384 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 s 130 s - o•-
... '" ~ 1: b. CONTnACT NO . AND ~ATI:IT OE,.INITIII:D AWI:NO• •. ,.UNO '.IWITATION 
MEN T NO. 130 • s - 0 -s I . O[SC"IPTION Cost Reimbursable 
NASl-18487 01' I. fU~~INO 
CONT"ACT r. tco.-c o,. wonK d. AU TH. CON Tn. IIIIEP. (SI.nltlur•) I DATil •• INVOICC ............. 0 I ~. TOTA'- ~y Tl IIIICC•o 
ERSB/SAGE II 2 - 22 -89 s 113.5 s 90.0 
7. COSTS INCUAAEO/HOUAS WORKED I. ESTIMAT!O COSTS/HAS. TO COMPL!T! t. ESTIMATED ,.INA&. 
DUA IN 0 MDN TH CUM. TO DATE DC TAIL COSTS/HO"U'S 
10. UN• 
"''-LEO 
I ... E~O .. TING CATEGOIIIV ·A~ANCC OIIIIOffiiS CON· 0,. CONT .. ACT OUT· ACTUA~ ~~ANNIO ACTUAL ~~ANN 10 . CONT"ACT TIIIIACTOfll VA'-UI .,, I IITIWATI ITANOING 










Fringe Benefits 0 0 8.6 8.6 1.0 9.6 9.6 
I 
I 
Overhead . 7 . 7 43.1 43.1 6.6 49.7 49.7 
Other Direct Costs 1. l l. l 10.1 10.1 2.6 1 2 .7 1 2 .7 





MA TIOMAL AERONAUTICS AND S P'AC! ADMIN IS T"ATION Form A rptoYeci O .. I:AtTINO DAYS 
t.•ONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nu,lr.et 1\urenu No. I O~·ROOII 10/31/88 21 
10: FROMI J. co,.Tn.acT v.a&.u.: 
Langley Research Center Georgia Tech Research Corp. II, COlTS h. ~1:1: ~ 
Attn: Ms. Pan ice H. Clark P. 0. Box 100117 
. 
Financial Management, M/S 126 Atlanta, GA 30384 130 s o• 
H..:lmnrnn 'J~ ?1f.f.')-')??') s ... ,. ~I: b. CONTRACT NO. AND LATEST DE~INITIZIEO A""IEHD• •. ,.UNO '.IMITATION 
MEN T NO. 
130 • s 0 
'. DP:SC-.tPTION 
s 
Cost Reimbursable NAS1-18487 or I. "' LL IN G 
CONTAACT ,., ICOI'I[ O" won" ct. AU TH . CON TR. AI:,, (.SI,nltlur•) IOATit "·INVOICE AMTI ••L'-IED lt. T 0 T A'- ~ 1' T I "I[ C '0 
ERSB/SAGE II 2-2 2-89 s 111.7 s 90.0 
7. COSTS INCUAREO/HOURS WORt<EO I. ESTIMATED COSTS/HAS. TO COMPLETE t. ESTIMATED I'INAI. 
DUniNQ MONTH CUM. TO DATE Of: TAIL COSTS/HOU-.S 
10. UN· 
I'ILL(O 
I. AEPO-.TING CATEGOAV 8A'-ANCI: 0A0(AS 
0,. CON· CONT .. ACT 
ACTUAL PLANNED ACTUAL PLANNI:O T .. ACTO .. OUT· . CONTAACT ! .,, I IEITIWATIE VA'-UIE STANDING 




Direct Labor Dollars 7.0 7.0 51.7 51.7 6.3 58 58 
Fringe Benefits 1.5 1.5 8.6 8.6 1.0 9.6 9.6 
Overhead 5.0 5.0 42.4 42.4 7.3 49.7 49.7 
Other Dir.ec t Costs 0 0 9.0 9.0 3.7 12.7 12.7 








-- · . . -
1: otm A ppro•eci 
•. "&. ~ ""' .. .., ...... " .. '" .. 
NATIONAL A!RONAUTICS AND UtAC! ADMINISTRATION O~EfUtiNG OAYI 
MOHTHL Y CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nu,lr.et 1\urcnu No. I O~·ROOII 09/30/88 21 
tO: FROMa J. COfiT A ACT Y A LUll: 
~angley Research Center Georgia Tech Research Corp. "·COlli h. "1:1: 
I 
Attn: Ms. Pan ice H. Clark 
: 
P. 0. Box 100117 I 
Financial Management, M/S 126 Atlanta, GA 30384 
Hamoton VA 23665-5225 s 130 s ~ ... ,, ~I: b. CONTnACT NO. AND LATEST DE,.INITIZED AMI[NO· •. "UNO '.IWITATION 
MENT NO. s I s 0 
t . OF:SCAIPTION NASl-18487 
130 
Cost Reimbursable or I. "' LLING 
CONTAACT ,., ICOI'I: 0" WOnK c1, AU TH . CON Tn , "1:1', (.SI.n,.turfl) (DATI[ a, INVOICI: AMTI etLLI[D It, TOTAL ~y Tl "I:C'O 
ERSB/SAGE II 2-2 2-R9 s 98 .2 s 90.0 
7, COSTS INCUR REO/HOUR 5 WOR KE 0 I. ESTIMATED COSTS/HAS, TO COMPLETE t. t:STIMAT!O P'INAI. 
DUn IN Q MON TM cua.~ . TO DATE DI:TAIL COSTS/HOURS 
10, UN. 
,.ILLI!O 
I. REPO,.TING CATEGO"Y eALANCI: ORO! AS 
0,. CON· CONT.-ACT i 
ACTUAL PLANNED ACTUAL PLANNED . CONTRACT TfiiiiACTOfllll OUT· .,, I EITIWATt: VALUE STANDING 
• b c d._ .. b c • .. 
·-. 
I 
I Dire.ct T ::J.bor Dollars 1.9 1.9 44.7 44.7 13.3 
58 58 
Fringe Benefits 0 0 7.1 7.1 2 .5 9.6 9.6 
Overhead 1.2 1. 2 37.4 37.4 12.3 49.7 49.7 
Other Direct Costs 0 0 9.0 9.0 3.7 12.7 12 . 7 
Total Costs 3.1 3.1 98. 2 98.2 31.8 130.0 130.0 
, 




. f Gfmgla.--· R_ech ___ _ 
Mar()h 14~ 2989 
Ms. Paniae H. CLark~ Contraating Offiaer 
NASA - Langley Research Center 
Finanaial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton~ VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contract Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hali/Fmerson Building 
A11anta, Georgia 30332-{)259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
(404) 894-5519 Fax 
SUBJECT: NASA-Langley Contract NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Clark: 
EnaLosed is the Monthly Contractor FinanaiaL Management Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-18487 for the period ended February 28~ 1989. 
If you ha9e questions or requiPe additional information~ please contaat 
Linda Krantz at (404) 894-5525. 
SincereLy~ 




ac: DT. W. L. Chameides~ Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold~ Geophysi()al S()i. 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunsahi~ Geophysical Sci. 0340 
Ms. Ina LashLey~ OCA/PAD 0420 
OCA/CSD 0420 (2 aopies)v/ 
Tech • .Rep. M/S 234 
Cost Accounting M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR 0490 
FiLe: G-35-607/R6305-0AO 
A Unit of the University S~ of Goorgia An Equal Education and Fmployment Opporrunity Instinnion 
1: orm A rproYed 
I . .-1:•011 T ~Oft WON TH ENOtNe A"O NUM"C" or 
I 
MA TIOHAI. AEIONAUTICS AND S ,AC! ADMUUSTIIATIOM O .. I:,.•TINO OAYI 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR Flt-IANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nu,ir.tt i\urcnu No. I 0~-ROOJI o2/2S/89 20 .. ,,o, 
Langley Research Center FROM• I. C 0 ri Y ft a C T ¥ A L U '! t 
Attn: Ms. Pan ice H. Clark Georgia Tech Research Corp. "· COI11 h. rtl[ 
. 
! 
Financial Management, M/S 126 P. 0. Box 100117 
. 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 Atlanta, GA 30384 s 130 s - 0·- I 
•. TY•I: b. CONTnACT NO. AND L.AT£1T OI[ .. INITilllO A ... llNO • •. f"UNO ·.t .. l TATION 
... ENT NO. • 
I. Of:'SC"IPTION NASl-18487 
s 130 s - 0 -
or Cost Reimbursable I I. "'LLtNe 
CONT.-ACT r. ICO~E 0" WOAit c1. AU'TH. CON Tn . "l:rt. (SII"IIIur•) I DATE •· INVOICE A ... TI ••LLttO 1111. TOTAL • ., Tl "llC'O 
ERSB/SAGE II 3- 14-89 s 114.6 s 95.2 
7. COSTS INCURR€0/HOURS WORK[ 0 I. ESTIMATED COSTS/HAS, TO COM,. LET [ t. ESTIMATED ~INAL 
OUniNG ... ONTH CU .... TO DATE OI:TAIL COS TS/MOUfU ''· u ... 
I. "E"'O"TIHG CATEGO"V 8AL ANCC "'""~0 I 
Of" CON· o.-D~ "' I CONT"ACT 
ACTUAL .. LANNI:O ACTUAL •L ANN 1:0 . CON Tilt ACT T.-acTO" OUT· I .. , ' CITIWATC YALUC ITANDI .. G 
• ... e d .. 1» • c • ~ 
-. 
Direct Labor Dollars 0 0 51.7 51.7 6.3 58 58 
Fringe Benefits 0 0 8.6 8.6 1.0 9.6 9.6 
Overhead 0 0 43.5 43.5 6.2 49.7 49.7 
Other Direct Costs 0 0 10.8 10.8 1.9 12.7 12.7 






May 11~ 1989 
Mr. George Maddrea~ Contracting Officer 
NASA - LangLey Research Center 
FinanciaL Management Division 
MIS 4?5 
Hampton~ VA 23665 
Office of Grants and ContracLc; Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall / Emerson Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
SUBJECT: NASA-LangLey Contract NAS1-1848? FinanciaL Management Report 
Dear Mr. Maddrea~ 
EncLosed ic: the MonthLy Contractor FinanciaL Management Report for Contract 
No. NAS1-1848? for the period ended ApriL 30~ 1989. 
If you have questions or require additionaL information~ pLease contact 
Linda Krantz at (404) 894-5525. 
SincereLy_, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides~ GeophysicaL Sci. 0340 
·· Dr. D. M. CunnoLd~ GeophysicaL Sci. 0340 
Ms. Lu(~i BLunschi ~ GeophysicaL Sci. 0340 
Ms. Ina LashLey~ OCA/PAD 0420 
OCA/CSD 0420 ( 2 copies Jv'. 
Tech. Rep. M/S 234 
Cost Accounting M/S 135 via (M/S 1?5) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR 0490 
FiLe: G-35-60?/R6305-0AO 
A l init of the University SySlem of Georgia An EquJI Education and Employment Opponuniry Institution 
- · · · - · - · . . - ·· ··· - ·- . .. 
HATIOH.AL .AERONAUTICS .AHDSP'.ACE .ADMIHIST~t.ATIOH Form Approved O~EA•TING DAYI 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT Hudr,ct 1\urc~.u No. 10~-ROOJ I 04/30/89 20 
10: 
Langley Re sea~ch 
fROMt ,, COUTAACT YAI..UP: 
·Cen te~ 
Attn : M~ . Geo~ge Maaa~ea Geo~gia Tech ReseaPch COI'P · "· COITI : 
h. ,.££ 
Financial Management~ M/S 4 75 P. 0 . Box 10011 7 
Hampton~ VA 23 665 - 5225 Hampton~ VA 30384 s 192 s -o-· ... TY ~ 1: b, CONTAACT NO. ANO L.ATEIT OE,.INITIZEO AMEND· • . ,.UND '.I ... ITATION 
MENT NO . . 
I . Df:SCIItiPTION 
s 192 s - 0-
or Cos t Reimbu~sable NAS1 - 18487 I. f'II..I..IHQ 
CONTAACT ,., ICOI'I: 0,. WOAK d, ~UTH . CON Tn. ,.E, , (~llnltlur•) IDATit a, IN'iOICil A ... TI 811..LI:D b. T 0 TAL ~ Y T I "I: C' D 
ERSB/SAGE II 05 - 11 - 89 s 133 . 7 s 113 . 5 , 
7 . COSTS INCUAAEO/HOURS WORKED I . ESTIMATED COSTS/HAS. TO COMPLETE t. [STIMAT[O ,.INAL. 
OUA IN G MONTH CUM . TO OAT E DETAIL COSTS/HOURS 
tO . UN· 
P:ILL[O 
•.t.I..ANCI: I. REPO,.TIHG CATEGOAV OAO[AS 
O" CON· CONTAACT OUT· ACTUAL PLANNED ACTUAL PLANNED CONTAACT TAACTOA ., I I:ITIWATE YALUI: STANDING 
• b c: d. .. b ~ . • b 
·-
0 
Di~ect Labor> Dollar•s 9 . 2 9 . 2 6'0 . 9 60 . 9 21 . 1 82 . 0 82 . 0 
F~inge Bene f its 2 . 3 2 . 3 11 . 0 11 . 0 2 . 4 13 . 4 13 . 4 
Ove~head 7. 2 7. 2 50 . 7 50 . 7 22 . 4 73 . 1 73 . 1 
Othe~ Di~ect Costs • 4 . 4 11 . 1 11 . 1 12 . 5 23 . 6 23 . 6 
Total Cost s 19 . 1 19 . 1 133 . 7 133 . 7 58 . 4 192.1 192 . 1 I 
I . 






omce of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
-------- -
December 4, 1989 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
RE: NASl-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall/Emerson Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894•5519 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Rep~rt for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period ended 
octGoer 31, 1989. 
If you have any questions, or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Ellen Scott at (404) 894-6759, 
or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)\/ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia An Equal Education and Employment Opportunity Institution 
I' orm A rproved 
•• "._..,\1,. .. P'VJ' •V" 11• ... UIN'II AFIU .. w•n1.•• UP 
,.,.. • ,._., ._".,.. • ..-.-· ,.:; lll'iAIIU" OflltfUtiHG OAYI - r•• -
I MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT nu .. l;:et Hurenu N::. ! 0~-ROO!! 10i3li89 22 
jto, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER FROMt J. COtiTnACT VALU~ GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION ·-ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA "• COlT I h. trl;l; . P. 0. BOX 100117 I 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 ATLANTA, GA 30384 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 s 192.1 s -o ... 
... TYPE b, CONTRACT NO. ANO LATEIT DEI'INITIZI:O AWI:NO• •• I'UNO '.IMITATION 
MENT NO. s 192.1 I s -0-I. 0£SCAIPTIOH COST REIMBURSABLE NASl-18487 or I. "ILLING 
CONTRACT r. SCOPI: Otr WORM d. AU TH. CON TR. REP , (SI.n_.hmt) !DATI£ ii, I N\'01~1: AWTi iiii.i.i:O b. l 0 l A L P 't T I ft E C • 0 
ERBS/SAGE II 12-04-89 s 167.6 s 166.7 
7. COSTS INCURRED/HOURS WORK!O I. ESTIMATED COSTS/HRS. TO COWPL.ETE t. ESTIMATED II'INAL. 
DUAING MONTH CUM. TO DATI: DETAIL COSTS/HOURS 
10. UN· 
,.ILL ED 
I. AEPOitTIH.G CATEGORY .ALANCI: ORO! AS CON• 011' CONTRACT OUT· ACTUAL fiLANN I:D ACTUAL fiLAHNI:O . CONTRACT T"ACTO" VALUE ., 
' I:ITIWATI: STANDING • b c d .. b c • b 
-. 
. 
-0- -0- "77.0 77.0 5.0 82.0 82.0 Direct Labor Dollars 
Fringe Benefits -0- -0- 15.0 15.0 (1.6) 13.4 13.4 
I 
9.7 73.1 73.1 I Overhead -0- -0- 63.4 63.4 
Other Direct Costs -0- -0- 12.2 12.2 11.4 23.6 23.6 
TOTAL COSTS -0- -0- 167.6 167.6 24.5 192.1 192.1 
Question ~ :pe:r tai p.ing to th is report should 
, be direc ~ed to: 






January 16, 1990 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
vrJ\CLL~ J~~r;.: 
Office of GranL'i and ContracL<; Accou nring 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Lyman Hall / Emerson Building 
AtlantJ, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NASl-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Numbe~ NAS1-18487 for the period ended 
December 31, 1989. 
If you have any questions, or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Ellen Scott at (404) 894-6759, 
or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)v/ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
b CI 
:\ L·nit of rhe l 'niversiry System of Georgia :\n Equ:.d Education Jnd Emplovment Opportunitv fn:;Lirution 
1•••••••••••··~~~~~··~~~~1!""'"'"''''""' ... -----.,rr.:;:Ajr;;;;;t------11-; ... 6.·· .... " ..... o .. u .... c .. 0,. &!ISS AADS:All ABIIAIII~~~ "u" t•otm Arpto•ed o.-~:.-'""'• oa•• 
,( MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT 
1 
fh;,!r.ft f\urenu No. iO ·RtiOi i 12/31/89 16 
1: LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER FRONt 1. co•i"' ac Y ••~ur. GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA P. 0. nox 100117 ... con 1 : h, "II 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 ' ATLANTA, GA 30384 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 s 192.1 s -ot 
•• ,., lit I: b. CONT"ACT NO. ANO \,.ATI:IT OE.,INITIII:D AM~ND· •. "UNO '.IWt T A TtON 
.... ~NT NO. s 192.1 • s -0-
I. O~SCIIUPTION COST REIMBURSABLE NASl-18487 0,. •. iii~\,.INe 
CONT.-ACT r. ICO,.I: or won" ct. A\1 TH, CON T". ,_£,., (SI'""Iur•) IDAT~ 11, IN'YOIC~ AMTI el\,.\.~0 ~. T 0 T A\,. lit 'I T. lit 1: C' 0 
ERBS/SAGE II 01/16/90 s 180.1 s 167.6 
1. COSYS INCUAAEO/NOUAS WOAtCE 0 I. ESTIMATED COSTS/HAS. TO COMPLETE t. !STtMAT!O P'INAI. 
DUft IN 0 MO ... TH CUM. TO OAYI OITAI~ COSTSIMOUII.S 
10. UN. 
I'IL\.10 
t. "!fiO"TING CAT!GOAV 8ALANCI 0"01"' CON• or CONT.ACT OUT• ACTUAL PLA,.NID ACYUAL PLAN,. EO . CONY .. ACT T"ACTO" ., I llfn•aTC YA\.UI ITANOING 
• tt.._ c d .. ., c • .,. 
Direct Labor Dollars 1.5 1.5 81.9 81.9 .1 82.0 82.0 
Fringe Benefits .4 .4 15.5 15.5 ( 2. 1) 13.4 13.4 
Overhead 1.2 1.2 68.2 68.2 4.9 73.1 73.1 
Other Direct Costs 0 0 14.5 14.5 9.1 23.6 23.6 
TOTAL COSTS 3.1 3.1 180.1 180.1 12.0 192.1 192.1 
Question! pertaini pg to this report s1 ould 
be direc .ed to· 






Georgia__Tech ... _ 
May 14, 1990 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
-- -- ---·---· - ·-· - --
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NASl-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report f<)r Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period ended 
April 30 j, 1990. 
If you have any questions, or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Ellen Scott at (404) 894-6759, 
or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
•• ""'' \..U" rRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT 
.. ,.,.._ ...... 
I 
- . . .. - --.-
nu,lr.tt 1\urtau No. ICM·ROOII 21. -04/30/90 
·o, LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER ,.o ... 1. cotit,.acT wa~ur. 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH --CORPORATION "'·cone ' ... ~'' FINANCIAL HANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 . 
23665-5225 ATLANTA, 30384 
. 
HAMPTON, VA GA s 192. 1 s -0- • ... , ... c ~. 'CONTnACT NO. ANO '-ATCIT OC~INITtiCO ANCNO• •. f'UN0'.1MtfATI0N 
w•NT NO. 192. 1 • s -0-
I. O('IC•t,.TION s 
or COST REIMBURSABLE ·- NAS2-18487 •. "'~'-INe 
COMT•ACY r. I CO,. C 0 ~ W.O"• tt. AUTH, CON 'fft. 111&.-. (JI,IWfltH•) (DA'fC •· INWOICI[ AYT. CILL.C.O •· ToT A'- ... •• •cc•o 
ERBS/SAGE II 05/14/90 s 186.5 s 180.1 
7, COlTS INCU,.•t:O/HOUNI WONJC!O I.IITIMAT!O COJTIIH-.s. TO COM,.'-!T! t. ~ITIMATIO "INA'-
OU .. INe MONTH Cuw. TO OATC Olt TAIL COSTI/MOU"I 
te. UN· 
I. "I~OtiT .. O CAT~GONY eA~ANCil 
"'-~10 
01' co ... 
O"OflltS 
ACTUA'- ..... ANNilO ACTUA'- .. '-ANN CO T•acTOA 
CONT .. ACT OUT• . CON Tit ACT .. I &ITUIATC WA~U& ITANOINC 
• ~ c. • •• ~ c • ~ 
-
Direct Labor Dollars . 1 . 1 83.9 83.9 (1.9) 82.0 82.0 
Fringe Benefits 0 0 15.9 15.9 ( 2. 5) 13.4 13. L~ 
Overhead . 1 . l 70.7 70.7 2.4 73.1 7 3. 1 
Other Direct Costs 0 0 16.0 16.0 7 .() 23.6 23.G 
Total Costs . 2 . 2 186.5 186.5 
5.6 192.1 192.1 
Questiors pertain ng to this report , hould 
be direc lted to: 




· - - ~ - - L -- - - -· I 
September 18, 1990 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894~24; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1~18487 for the period ended 
August 31, 1990. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at (404) 894-6757 
or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameid6s, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E ~ A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420~ 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies) 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
.-\ L nil o!' the l'ni\Crsity S\·s!em of Georgia An Eoual EJuc Hion :mel Fmnlm:m.•nr n .... ...,~~ ·~ ' ~ · •- --·'- ··•--
a: or• A J'Pfo•cct 
I. "~-0" T ~Oft .. ON TM CNOIN. A .. O NU .. ftC" or 
MA TIOMAL AlaOMAUTICI AMD S PAC I AOMIMIS TaA TION O~l:fU TtN• OAYI 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT RU\Ir.ct l'urcau No. I o.t-ROOII 08/31/90 23 
lOs LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER fltOM1 
. 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION "" con 1 '"~ , I[ I[ ; 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 . 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30384 s 370.3 s -0- • 
f-• TWIIC I~ CONTftACT NO. ANO ~ATCIT OC'INITIICO AMCND· r.-:- ,-UNO '.IMITATION 
MKNT NO. • 
I. Ot:SCIIIftTIO. COST REIMBURSABLE s 251.5 s -0-
0,. NAS2-l8487 ..... ,.~IN. 
CONTIIACT ~. ICOfl. 0~ WOftlt ... AU 'TN. CON Tft, •ell, tll,,..lllf•J IDAT • •• INYOICC AMTI ··~~&0 at. TOTA~ .. ., Tl acc•o 
ERBS/SAGE II 09-17-90 s 233 I 186.5 
COSTs,.., ·rivv;;s WOIUCIO 11. CITi;...ATIO COITSIM.-s. TO cow•&. IT! t. EITtMATIO ~IMAI. 
DU.-INe MONTH C~M._ TO DATC DC TAIL COl TI/MOU"I 
te. UM• 
rt~&.IO 
I. •lttCMY .. O CATIOOIIY ·A~ANCC o•o••• CONe or CONT.ACT OUT• 
ACTUA~ II~ ANN CO ACTUA~ II~ ANN CO . CONT·A~T T .. ACTO .. . , 
CITIYATC ••~uc ITAMOIM • 
• " e. 
,.._ • '· e. .. "· 
Direct Labor Dollars 1.7 1.7 105.2 105.2 5.3 110.5 110.5 
Fringe Benefits .l .1 21.1 21.1 (. 2) 20.9 20.9 
Overhead 1.2 1.2 88.5 88.5 7.2 95.7 95.7 
Other Direct Costs . 2 . 2 18.1 18.1 6.3 24.4 24.4 
Total Costs 3.2 3.2 232.9 232.9 18.6 251.5 
.. 
Question!: pertaini1 ~g to this report sl ~ould 
• be direct led to: K ·v Tammv P btnal 
( ~04) 894-6 ~57 
: 
G-35-607/R6305-0AO 
. • I . 
Georgia Tech 
January 10, 1990 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
~h:'.:.~un Building 
.-\tlJnu. Gt·• m.!i ~; .~0.~_)2-: r2~() 
-t• Y··"9-i·-t').2-t : 2o.2l) 
fJx : -!L1 H~9-t • .::..:; 19 
RE: NASl-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended December 31, 1990. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. w. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
l 
o ''"',."'. t •vt ,.;•M I .. V. I V"t•t\ VV I I I 12/31/90 20 
~ASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER fJtOM• I. COtiYftACt' WA~VF. 
\TTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION ~- con a 
' 
... ~~~ 
fiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 . 
:lAMPTON, 23665-5225 ATLANTA, 30384 
. 
VA GA s 370.3 s -0- • ,.. fwii'C ... CONT"&Cf NO. ANO \.Af&IT O&III'INITtiCO A .. &HO. •• f'VNO '.IWI T A TION 
... .,. .. NO. s • s -0-~ICiti~TIM 251.5 
0,. COST REIMBURSABLE NAS2-18487 ..... ~._ .... 
•T"ACY r. IC~& 0~ "'ft• 4. AUTM. CONTft, ACII'.(JI~~~ IOATC •• INWOIC& AWTI et\.\.&0 ... TOTf'\. II'Y Tl •cc•o 
ERBS/SAGE II 01/10/91 s 241 s 238.5 
7, COlTS INCUR"~O/MOUIU WO"ICIE 0 I. ~ITIMAYED CDITI/M"I. TO COtU•&.tYIE t. I:ITIMATCO f'UtA'-
COITI/MOU"t ••· u•· OU .. INe WONTM CUM. TO OATC DC T AI'-
"''-1.10 
I. --~~~T .. O CATEGORY ea&.ANCC OAOI"I 
Of' CONe c ... ., •• c., OUY· ACTUAl. ~t.ANNCO ACTUAt. ~t,.ANNCO . CONTAACT T•&CTO,_ YAI.UC .. .. c.,. .... ,.. ITAMOIMG 
• -~ • 4 • -. • ..L -. -
-
JIRECT LABOR DOLLARS .7 .7 109.9 109.9 .6 110.5 110.5 
<'RINGE BENEFITS 0 0 21.1 21.1 (.2) 20.9 20.9 
>VERHEAD .5 .5 91.7 91.7 4.0 95.7 95.7 
tTllER DIRECT COSTS .1 .1 18.3 18.3 6.1 24.4 24.4 
OTAL COSTS 1.3 1.3 241 241 10.5 251.5 251.5 
Questions pertainirg to this report st: ould be 
rlirPrr-Prl ~fl· 




February 6, 1991 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly contractor Financial Management 
Report for contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended January 31, 1991. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 





cc: Dr. w. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, ~420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
_-\ rnil of the Lni\·ersity System of Georgia An Equal Education and EmplO\ment OpponunirY Institution 
. ~ .......... _. .. " ""_,., ..... ..... I'Offll • ·e·r ·- - o~a"•'~'•N• o••• 
CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT R•l~t lturcau No. ICM·ROOII 01/3i/91 21 
NASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER l'•o ... 
•. 
•C 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION 1-. con• ' I"· I'CC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. o. BOX 100117 . 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GA 30384 
. 
1370.3 S-o- • 
,.. ,. .. ~c ..-:- CON'I'"AC 1' NO. AND ~41'&11' OCI'INI'I'III.O AMCNO. •· I'U .. O •.tMI Y 4 TION 
........... o. • 
. D~IC•IIIYIOM COST REIMBURSABLE s 251.5 s-o-
or NAS2-18487 .. '"~'"··· CC.T•4CT r. ICOttC 01' -oAIC I~. AU 'I'M. co .. ""· --·~. A ' (D4YC •• IMWOICC AMTI et\o\.CO ~. YO 'I' A\. ~• "' •cc•o . 
ERBS/SAGE II 02/07/91 s 242.6 s 238.5 
7, COSTI -· ·--- -· ,. •cuucc o u [I. CIT.MATCO COITI/Mf'l, TO ~eu~~CTC t. CITIIIATCD ""'A'-
OU .. IMe MO .. TM CUM. TO OAYC oc•••~ COITI/MO""' 
.•. ., .. 
I. •c~CNIT•O CATCOOf'Y e4'-ANCC 
"''"~co 0110:1 01' co ... CONY.4CY 
ACTUAL. .. -. ...... 0 ACTUA~ It'- ANN CD . CONT.-ACT Y•ACTO .. ou ... • CITIYATC ¥4'-UC ITA .. .. " • 4, • " c • ~-
-
. 
DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS 0 0 109.9 109.9 .6 110.5 110.5 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 0 21.1 21.1 (. 2) 20.9 20.9 
OVERHEAD .6 .6 92.3 92.3 3.4 95.7 95.7 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS 1.0 1.0 19.3 19.3 5.1 24.4 24.4 
• TOTAL COSTS 1.6 1.6 242.6 242.6 8.9 251.5 251.5 
Questio1 ~s pertai111i: to th s report sl ld be 
directe· i to: 
• Ms • ~ammy PuttJ ial (404) 894-6757 
G-35-607/R6305-0AO . . 
• 
·- - -- .. I - ·-
Ge I Tedf .. _Qrg/4 ----· .. - -------
May 16, 1991 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
• Oifln.· of GrJnb Jnd ContrJ~..l' .\ccountin~ 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinm:m Budding 
.\tlanw. Georgta .30.3.32-0259 
~·894·~2~: 2629 
Fax: -t<H•89<!·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended April 30, 1991. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
.-\n Fli U.ll Educ:ltion :~nd Emplovmenr Opponuni[\ ln ~tl tut iPn 
NASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 
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g to thi report 
to: 
• Tech 
June 5, 1991 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Office of Granl'i and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended May 31, 1991. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
-\ n Fruul Frill . ri 1n :< nrl FmnlnvmPnl nnnnMIInil"\: ln<liTlll inn 
I 
. ..,..,. ••t·r•·••• ~ · --·- .......... ,..._.-
-v" • "'- r ~u" TRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT Rud~t Uurcau No. I fM·ROOII -05/31/91 23 
NASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER ,,.o ... I. CeN,9AAC9 WA\.UC 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION ~e. cone t ... ~cc 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 
. . 
HANPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GA 30384 • 370.3 I -0- • ... 
··~· -· CONT"AC T NO. AND "'A9CI9 D&,IN19U•o a .. &NO. 
•. "UNO ...... T A YtON ..... , .... • 
ocsc••,.Y•OM s 251.5 I -o-
or COST REIMBURSABLE NAS2-18487 .............. 
CONT"ACT ,., •c.,. • o~ wo"• ~. AUTM.CONT .. . .. E~.tSW.W~J I OAT& a. INVOIC& A .. YI et ... \.&0 ~ ,.,,. ... ~••••cc·o 
ERBS/SAGE II -06/06/91 s 249.1 s 2L•9. 1 
'· COITI INCURitCO/MOU,_I WOitiC. 0 I. ~IYIMATIOCOITIIM"S. TO COIIfi&.ITI t. ~ITtMATCO ri•A&. 
DURIN. NONTM CVW. 'rO DA'rC O&'rAI\. COITIIMO""' 
••. uw. 
...... \.10 
6. ltC,.CHIIT•o CATCOOIIY ......... c. 0"01"1 .... ce ... c .. ., .... c., 
ACYUA\. -~ ........ AC'rUA'- ft\.ANNCD • CONY .. ACT TltAC'rO .. OUT• .. • •tYI.,AT• WA\.UC ITANOtNG 
• .. .. • • '· . . • ... 
-
)JRECT LABOR noT.T.ARS 3.3 3.3 118.7 118.7 {"8.2) 110.5 110.5 . 
~RINGE BENEFITS .9 .9 22.1 22.1 ( 1. 2) 20.9 20.9 
>VERHEAD 2.7 2.7 98.8 98.8 ( 3. 1) 95.7 95.7 
ITHER DIRECT COSTS 0 0 19.8 19.8 4.6 24.4 24.4 . 
. 
OTAL COSTS 6.9 6.9 259.4 259.4 (7.9) 251.5 251.5 
Questions pertainitg to this report st pu1d be d rected 






~ .tgu .. ·: 9 9 1 
·-vs 
Ha 
e _e ~~ 
D ' v : .... i. :n·; 
Office of Grams and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended July 31, 1991. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. w. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)v-
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
A L'nit of the University System of Georgia An Equal Education and Employment Opportunirv lnstirution 
- - .. - · -- - ~ - i - .. . . V7/3U/91 22 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER ,.o ... t. Ceei~AaCY "A\.UC ' 
ATTN: HS. SANDRA NUlU\CA GEORGIA TECH RESEi\l{CH CORPORATION 1-. c ot• •~ e..•cc ' FINANCIAL t-lANAGENENT, H/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 . 
RAHPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GA 30334 ' ) i . 3 I -0- • ,,- ..Ji ,. ....... '-• CONTnAC T NO, AND ~AYCIT DC.,INIYIICD AMCNOo . •· vve.o · .. lk'M" • .. , .,. 
co·sT REIHBURSABLE 
...NT NO. 
s 311 . 3 • o~tc••~'•o. NAS2-18487 I -0-
0' I .... &.&.IN. 
COIIf•ACT r , ICO,.. 0~ WO~~t• .t. AUTM. CONTft, -C~. tS,.,..,_.J I DAY. • • u.-w.tCC ~c;, w• ••t.o&.CO •· ••~•&. ... •• •cc•o 
ERBS/SAGE II 08/08/91 s :..6ti ~ 9 ·• - I 249.1 
7. COSTS INCU""C0/NOU"I WO"ICIO I. CITIMATIO COITIIM"I• TO COM.~ I 'l l t 
at'rtMATCO ~~·--
DUAtN• .. ONYM Cuw. TO OA.,. DCYAt\. l C ... 'f iiMOV"I .•. .,... 
"''-'-CO 
I ... ,_.o-tT•O CATIOO"Y l •• " •• . 
r ceteT•ACY 0"011tl 
' -~ 
..... 
AC~UA\. It\. ANN CO ACTUA\. It\. MINCO . I c ... .; . .. ·" ~-~~ 'P ft ~ OUT• ·o 
~~~ ,. .. wa-.uc ITANOI•• 
• •• e. .. •• IP . i il • ~ •• 
r f I . 




r :-· ~..:.! · 
DIRECT LABOR DOLLAR~ .n .8 119.5 119.5 i -: t·· ~ :.:; " -·- 138.1 .1.0 . -
- !-=---~.J--
FRINGE BENEFITS .1 . 1 22.2 22.2 ? - L~ : '} -_o 25.0 
.......... - -.,.·~.-...,: - ! ;_, 
.6 .6 99.4 99.4 
' 
; <.) ... l .~. ~ . o 
l 118.8 OVERHEAD ..L./ ~ .,. 5 
~-
j I 




1.5 1.5 260.9 260.9 5 .6 3 1.5 311.5 
'l'()'l'J\T COS'l'S ._. 
Quer.tion~ p - rt l ani g to th i s ceport s oulJ ue 
<.lirected l.o : il ~. ' attuay PutiJ ~1 (404) 89l~-6 7 57 





I ~ . ·---' - - -
September 11, 1991 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
• Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Tedmology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624: 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended August 31, 1991. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. w. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
.-\ l "nit of the l"niversiry System of Georgia An Equ:1l Education and Employment Opponunity Institution 
MA YIC*At. AIIONAUTICI AMD I'AC! ADMIMISTIATION a: orm A rprowed 
... - ·- ·- ..... ..... O~I••TtNe OAYI 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT R"'lf:et "ureau No. I CM·ROOII 08/3i/91 22 
1 GANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER ,,.o ... . II.U 
ATTN: HS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION ~ C0111 
' 
, .. ~ ~~~ 
FINANCIAL MANAGEHENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 . 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GA 30384 
. 
s 370.3 • -0- • 
I-• '"~I i•· CONTftAC Y NO. ANO '-ATilT OI~INITIZIO A ... &NO. i• rv .. o·.e ... TATeo .. 
... NT NO. • . o~se••,.T•ON s 311.5 • -0-
or COST REIMBURSABLE NAS2-18487 .. -· ..... ---CC.T•ACT r. ICO,_I OP WOftC ... AU TN. CON Tft. "I ... fOATC e, INWOtCI A .. TI •''-'-&0 •• TOTA'- ~y Tl •&C"O 
ERBS/SAGE II 09-11-91 s 266.0 • 249.1 
7. COS 'I , ,.vv,.• WOfUCC D I•· CITIMATCDCOITI/M··· TOCOM•LCTE t. CITIIIATCD PINAL 
ov••N• .. ONTM CUM. TO OATC OCTAl'" COITI/M0""' 
, •• U•• 
I. •IPCMY•G CATEGORY .A\.ANCC 
FI\.LIO 
01' co ... 0"0'"' • ACTUA\. ~\.ANN CD ACTUA\. ~\.ANN CD TllaCTOII CONTIIACT OUT• . CO .. TIIAC\T .. "'''"""" YA\.UC ITA• DING • .. .. 4. . . • • • ... 
-
DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS 1.1 1.1 120.6 120.6 17.5 138.1 138.1 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 0 22.2 22.2 2.8 25.0 25.0 
OVERHEAD 1.9 1.9 101.3 101.3 17.5 118.8 118.8 
. 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS 2.1 2.1 21.9 21.9 7.7 29.6 29.6 
'IIOTAL COSTS 5.1 5.1 266 266 45.5 311.5 311.5 
Quest] Ions aerta ning to t tis repor should 
6e dit Ieete to: 
Hs. Ta lmr Putnal (404) 89 -6757 . 




Georgia Tech Office of Grants and ContrJcts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
November 20, 1991 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
Mail Stop 126 
Hampton, VA 23665-5225 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca, 
Enclosed is the Monthly 
Report for Contract Number 
ended October 31, 1991. 
Contractor Financial 
NASl-18487 for the 
Management 
period that 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further assistance, 
please call either Tammy Putnal at (404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 
894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




c: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)V"- I Jn w 
Don Calder, ONR RR, 0490 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
File: G-35-607/R6305-0AO 
A l'nir of rhe Lni,·ersitv Sysrern of GeorgiJ :\n Equal Education and Emplovmenr Oppommitr Institution 
- - - . . . ---. ___ ,. ........ • _ .... nt•tHv•c" .,,...., .. ,. ,, ... u••• 





Os LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER ,,.o ... c .......... c ~~v« -~ . 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION I"· cone ~ rtt.-PCC 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 
. 
ATLANTA, GA 30384 
. 370.3 s -0-HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 s • 
,.. "'~c ~. CONTftACY NO. AND \oAYCIY OC,INITiaCO A .. CNO. I• ru .. o .......... , ... ...... .... • 
'. D~IC•t~tfiO. COST REIMBURSABLE s 311 5 s -0-or NAS2-18487 •• .. Le .... 
COlt TRACT r, ICOftC D' -ott• ~ AU TM. CON Tft , ...... IOATC •• INWOIC C a-.Yt 81\oi.CD ~. TOTAl. .... YI •CC'O 
ERBS/SAGE II 11/20/91 s 270 s 249 1 
7. COITI ... ..,._. .... .,, •• vv"• WOIUCCO it. :;~.-... iivCOITS/~RS. TOCOM•'-I"IC •• &IYtiiATCO ~t-AL 
... - MONYM CUM. YO OA"IC ....... COITIIMOU"I •e. Ull· -- ~11.&.10 
I. •CPOIIY•e CAT&eOIIY ·A~AIICC O"OitiS c .... . , c ... •••c• OUT• ACTUA~ .. ~ANN CD ACTUAl. -~-~~·· • CONT·A~"I T•ACTO .. 'II .. , ..... .,. WA~VC I"IAIIOIIIG 
• ~- .. •• . , ~- .. . . ~-
-
DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS .4 .4 122.0 l22.0 16.1 138.1 138.1 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 0 22.2 22.2 2.8 25.0 25.0 
OVERHEAD .6 .6 102.5 . 102.5 16.3 118.8 118.8 . . 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS . 5 . 5 22.5 22.5 7.1 29.6 29.6 
-. 
TOTAL COSTS 1.5 1.5 269.2 269.2 42.3 311.5 311.5 
Questions pertain.r jg to this report sh t:>u1d be d rected 





December 12, 1991 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended November 30, 1991. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. CUnnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)·V ~I?" ~~p .. - I c~ f' 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 o-- J 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
:\ l'nit of the l'ni\ er.iitY S\'5tem of GenrgiJ An EquJI Education Jnd Employment OppommirY Institution 
-· --··- ....... .., ... 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FiHAHCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT I Rud~:tc l'urcau No. I CM·ROOil . I 11/30}91 20 .. 
)a NASA-LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER ,.o ... I. CON.tf'ACY YAt.U« 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION ~. con• ~ ... ~cc . 
FINANCIAL MANAGENENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 • 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GA 30384 
. 
s 370.3 s -0- • 
te. Yw-c ~. CONTftAC Y MO. AMO '-AT CIT OC,tMITti&O AM&NO. .. '" ......... ,,.,, ... . .. INT MO • s • s •. o~sc••~Ttoet COST REIMBURSABLE 311.5 -0-
or NAS2-18487 ............. 
COIITIItACT r. ICo-t& 0~ WOIIta •• AVtM.CONTft. llt&-.fi~J IOAY& •· IN.,OIC& a-.YI ett.t.&O ~. ,., • ._ -· Ya .. cc•o 
ERBS/SAGE II 12/12/91 I 270 I 249.1 
?. COITI IMCURRCO/MOURI WORICCD I.IITIMATCDCOITIIMRS. TOCOMIIt\.CTI t. EITIMATCO l't•A~ 
DU .. tNe MO .. YM CUM. TO OAT& DCTAtt. COl TIIHOV"I 
••• VII• , ..... ~ . 
6. "I~T•e CATieOIIY ....... c. O~~tOIIItl . , c .... C ... T.4CT 
ACTVAt. .......... o ACTU4'- ............ . CONT"AC.T T .. ACTO .. OUT• .. 
CITtiiiATC 
wa-.uc ITAIIOIIIG 
• at. •. •• • at. . . • •• 
-
DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS 0 0 122.0 '122 .0 16.1 138.1 138.1 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 0 22.2 22.2 2.8 25.0 25.0 
OVERHEAD 0 0 102.5 . 102.5 16.3 118.8 118.8 . 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS 0 0 22.5 22.5 7.1 29.6 29.6 
TOTAL COSTS 0 0 269.2 269.2 42.3 311.5 311.5 





Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting '" -Georgia Tech 
- - --- - -
January 10, 1992 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended December 31, 1991. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, ~4 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)\/" 1 jnt.AJ /-~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep~ 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607JR63050AO 
An Eqll:ll Educnion Jnd Emplm·ment OpponuniiY fn.;t ilutinn 
A·"'"' A rP'o.,cct 
· · .... · ... ..,. .• • ·- •w··•• - · •v ••w- ··- .... 
NATIOHA'- AlaONAUTtCI ,\NOJ,AC! ,\OMINIIT.ATIOM o~c"'''"• oawt 
.f 




lr NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 'ROM• 1. coei~Aac~ ••~u« 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION ~. con• \ ... ~cc 
I 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 . 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GA 30384 s 370.3 s -0- • 
t-• ... ~& ~. CON~"AC~ NO. ANO I.A~Ce~ OCf'INtYtaCO a-.c..o. •. .,u .. o ........ .,. .... . ..... .,. .... 
311.5 • s -0-. O~K•t,.TIC. s 
0' 
COST REIMBURSABLE NAS2-18487 .... ~~· ... 
CO.T,.ACT r. tC ... C Of' -"• 4. AUYM.CON~R ... &~.f·~~ IDAYC •• INWOICC A-.Ye ••e.I.CD ~ ., • .,. .... •• •• •cc•o 
ERBS/SAGE II 01/10/92 s 271.7 s 25'/.4 
7. COlT I tNCUfU••o/MOU"I WO .. IC. 0 I. &ITIMATIOCOITIIM"I. TOCOIII~~ITI t. &ITIIIATCO PI·A~ 
CUM. YO OATC OCYAI~ COITIIMOV"I 
II. V•• ou ..... .., ..... 
r·~~~o 
I. •c-.T•e CAT&eOIIY ·A~ANCC o"oc•t ... c .... c .. •••c• ACTUAa. -~ANN CD ACTUAa. -.......... ,..,.c.,•• OUT• • c ... , .... c., ••~uc .. Cth.-aTC ITAMOUIG 
• •• .. ... •• ~ . . . • ~ . 
-
DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS 2.0 2.0 124.0 124.0 14.1 138.1 138.1 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 0 22.2 . 22.2 2.8 25.0 25.0 
OVERHEAD .9 .9 103.4 103.4 15.4 118.8 118.8 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS ( .4) ( .4) 22.1 22.1 7.5 29.6 29.6 . . . 
TOTAL COSTS 2.5 2.5 271.7 271.7 39.8 311.5 311.5 
Question > pertain~ ng to thi report s ~ou1d be c irected 
·'. 




· Gforgkl_Tt_;e=---=c_h ________________ o_m_~c_e_o_r G_r_an_ts_J_n_d_eo_n_tr_Jct_s_A_cc_o_un_t_ing __ 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
February 11, 1992 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Hinnun Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
F~x: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended January 31, 1992. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. w. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. CUnnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 9420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)v/' .. I c. -M VVOL~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
.\ l'nit of the l'ni\·ersitv System of Georgia An EquJI Education and Emplo)ment Opportunit\· Institution 
-
.... fiOfiiA .. Alao..AUfiCI AMO )I'AC! AOMINIIY .. A TtOM &·01"' ArPfo•cd 
MOHTHLY COMTIACTOR fiNANCIAL MANAGEMENT RE,ORT R-.JlCC 1\Ufcat~ Ne. lo-4·ROOII 
NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 






DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS 2.0 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 
OVERHEAD .9 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS (. 4) 
TOTAL COSTS 2.5 
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report s 10uld be 
894-6757 
Georgia Tech 
March 6, 1992 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Ofllrl' of (~rant" ;mJ ContLlrts :kmunting 
Georgia Institute ofT{-clu10Jogy 
HinmJn Building 
:\tbnt:.t. Gt'mgi:.t .3'J332-0259 
~0;·89-i·-1624; Y>29 
· Fax: 40-H19~·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended February 29, 1992. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Tammy Putnal at · 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) ~94-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E.& A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Ina Lashley, OCA/PAD, 0420 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63Q50AO 
MAJICMitA'- AI.C*AUJICI AMOJI'ACI AOMUUST.ATIOM 1• otlft AJ'P'o•cd 
. _ ... _ .. •• _ .• ,_-WI'- ·· - ~ · 
MONTHLY COHTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT Rud~a llurcau Ne. I~·ROOII 02/29/92 20 
>• LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 




••• c ..... , .... 
ERBS/SAGE II 
DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS 1.4 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 
OVERHEAD 1.2 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS .4 






GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION 
100117 
30384 s 370.3 I -0- • 
ON1'ftAC 1' NO. AMD '-A1'C81' DCi't .. Ut&CO AM ... O. •· I'V .. O ...... A'f'tON 
..... 1' .... s ,. . .... ., •. 
12 
22.2 22.2 2.8 
104.6 104.6 14.2 






















· Gillrgkl_Tec_h _  
April 10, 1992 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
At!Jnta, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended March 31, 1992. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either •rammy Putnal at 
(404) 894-6757 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sc~, 0340 
OCA/CSD, 0420 (2 copies)~ 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
An Equ;~l Education and Emplo}ment Oppor.· __ :- -:- [n,titutinn 
a• 01• A rPfo"cd -
~ . ·- ·· ......... .. _ ......... ... _ ............. ~ .... .. ..... 
UfiOIU&.. AIIO.AUTICI AMOJrACI AOMIMISTIATIOM o~c•u ""• oa•• 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT RYd~t ltwcau No. ICM·ROOII 03/31/92 . 22 
'LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER ,.o ... I. c ... ·YAACY YALUC 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORPORATION •· con• e.. •cc • FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. 0. BOX 100117 .
ATLANTA, GA 30384 . HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 I 370.3 1-0- • 
,.. ,.~& •• CONt,.AC t NO. AND LAYCIY DC"t•tttiCD A .. &NO. .. .,_,.. .............. . ..... , .... 
I 311.5 • I . OC'IC•t~YIO. COST REIMBURSABLE 
or NAS1-18487 .... ~~ .... 
COIIY.&CY r. ac ... c o• _,.. •··~·.c~Yft • .. ~.~~~~ ... ,. •• tNYetCC AMYl .......... ._ ,., ... ~· '' ••c•o 
ERBS/SAGE II 4/9/92 1 276 I 270.2 I 
7. COIYI INCURRIOIMOURI WORICI D L CIYIMAYCD COITIIMRI. TO COM-&.CYI .... ., ... ., .. ~--
CUM. tO DATC ....... COITIIMOU ... .•. .,... DU"tNeiiiO .. YM rti.~IO 
I. ··~··· CATCeOin' 
....... c. OtiOI•I c .... •• ceee•••c• OVT· ACTU&~ 
-~····· 
ACTUAl. ~~--·· • c .. •••~• nacTo• wa~uc n••oe•• .. CITIIII&TC 
• •• .. •• •• •• • • • ... 
I -
DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS . 7 . 7 126.2 126.2 11.9 138.1 138.1 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 0 22.2 -22.2 2.8 25.0 25.0 
OVERHEAD .5 .5 105.1 105.1 13.7 118.8 118.8 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS 0 0 22.5 22.5 7.1 29.6 29.6 . . . 
TOTAL COSTS 1.2 1.2 276.0 276.0 35.5 311.5 311.5 
I 
Question perta1ni ng to thu report s OU.l<l De Cl 1reccea 






August 11, 1992 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton,· VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 
Al]ama, Georgia 30332-0259 
404·894·4624; 2629 
Fax: 404·894·5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NASl-18487 for the period that 
ended July 31, 1992. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Peggy Faircloth at 
(404) 894-6759 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. w. L. Chameides, E & 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A 
Ms. Mary Wolfe, OCA/CSD, 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 
ONR RR, Michael D. Karp, 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
l · r~ · ' ~ f r, 




Rep, M/S 475 
via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
0490 
....... 1:' ,..... ....... 1 r.J __ -- - · 
--. 
I 1 ,.&,.o.-., ,..,. ..o .. , .. & .. o. .. • AMD •wa~•c• o,. . I 
MA TIONAL AI.O..AUTtCS ANO SPACI AOMINitl.A TtOM f01• Approwcd 0~~ .. ,., .... OAWI 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT Dudpa Dwea .. No. ICM·ROOil 
_07 /.31 I 9 2 2_1 ' 
TO. LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER P•OM• a. co.Y•AcY WA~u• 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURAC}l · GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORP. 1-. co••• ~- ,. .. . 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 126 P. o. BOX 100117 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GA 30384 $ 370.3 s -o- ' 
I 
j.. ,,_. 
~. CO..T.AC T NO. AND ~AfCIT OCPINITII&O A ... CNO. • · PUNO ~~ .... T A TION 
MttiiiT NO. 
I. OlKaePTION $ 370.3 s -0-
or COST REilt'&BURSABLE NAS1-18487 .... ~~·N· 
COMT,.ACT c. IC~C 01' wo•• 4. AU TH. CO.. Y ........ l$,.,..,.,.j IOAYC e. INVOICC AMT8 ··~~CO ~. TOTAL. Pt' T8 •cc•o 
~RaS/SAGE II 08/11/92 s 307,.9 s 2 89. ~ - . 
7 . COITI IMCU"ACO/ .. OUAI WOA.CCO a. CITIMATEO COITSIM.I. TO COM..,~CTC a. CITIMATCO I'INA'-
0\1 .. 1 ... WONYM CUM. TO OA Y C OCTA•~ COITaiMOUAa le. UN• 
r·~~•o 
a. AC~T-0 CATCGCNIY ••~••c• o•o••• CON· ... co-T•AcT OUT· ACTUA~ -~MIINCO ACYUAL -LANNCO T .. ACTO .. CONT.ACY VA~UC aTAMOINO •• ., ... AYC 
• ~ .. • • 1111 • • _.. 
Direct Labor Dollars 7.4 7.4 141.0 141.0 25.6 166 6 166 h 
Fringe Benefits 1.8 1.8 25.7 25.7 7.2 32.9 32.9 
OVerhead 6.3 6.3 117.2 117.2 24.0 141.2 141.2 
Other Direct Costs 1.1 1.1 24.0 24.0 5.6 29.6 29.6 
. 
TOTAL 16.6 16.6 307.9 307.9 62.4 370.3 370.3 
Ouestio ~s pert a ~ning tc this r ~port sh puld be 
~l.recte a to: M ~- Peggl Faircl~ ~th ( 404~ 894-6" 59 
G-35-607/R6305-0AO 
Bnel'- Pa... W..tilicetl ... (C.I. ~ & 74): Revla&. Ne. ,o.. ... . 
.SA 101M DIM .. .,. •• ... .,.._,, ••• .......... •• v•co. 
' ~~~-~--~-~_}l _____________________________ o_m_ce_o_f_G_~_n_~_a_nd_c_o_n_~_c_~_A_cc_o_un_ti_ng ___ 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
October 12, 1992 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Hinman Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0259 
USA 
404.894. 4624; 2629 
Fax: 404•894•5519 
RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly Contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended September 30, 1992. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Peggy Faircloth at 
(404) 894-6759 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. W. L. Chameides, E & A Sci, 0340 
Dr. D. M. Cunnold, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A Sci, 0340 
Ms. Mary Wolfe, OCA/CSD, 0420~· 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech Rep, M/S 475 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
ONR RR, Michael D. Karp, 0490 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 
A- t:',... ...... l r..-1 ........... . : ...... _ .... -A 'C'--1,... .. . _ .... _. n __ ... ....., __ : ..... '- ...... ~- - - ! --
"'-~ 
NATIONAL AIROMAUTICS AND SPA(I I.DMINISTRATIOM For .a A ppro•~d 
.I -.t:PO .. T 1'0,_ WON TH &NOtN. ANO NUMe&ft 01' 
0!!1'£MATIHG CAY: 
MONTHLY CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORT Dud&el Bureau No. 1 0_.-ROOll 09/30/92 22 
TO; LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER fROM• .U' 
ATTN: MS. SANDRA MURACA .. GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH CORP. • coaTI ~~. I'&C 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, M/S 12f P. 0. BOX 100117 
HAMPTON, VA 23665-5225 ATLANTA, GA 30384 s 370.3 s -0-
, •• T'WPI: b. CONT-.ACT NO. AND LATI:aT OI:,.NITIII:O AW&NO• 4. fi'UNO LIWITATION 
COST REIMBURSABLE 
W~NT NO. 
370.3 -0-t. OESCRI~TION s s 
0,. NAS1-18487 ......... 
CONTRACT c. ICO~C Ofl' WO"K d. AU TH. CONT-.. RCP. .. I OAT& a. IN'WOIC& AWTI et&.LCO -· TOTA'- PY Tl ft&C"O -
ERBS/S~ II 10/12/92 s 312.4 s 307.9 
'7. COSTS ~--· ~-...-~IHOU-.S wo-.KE 0 I. ESTIMATEO COSTStr~-.s. TO COM•LETE I. KSTIMATED P'INAL 
OU,.INO WONTH CUW TO OATC DC TAIL COSTSINOU,_I 10. UN• 




ACTUAL ~\.ANN CO ACTUAL PLANN&O TRACTOtlll 
CONTRACT OUT· 
CONTIIIIACT YA'-UC IT ANDINO CITIWAT• 
• ~. ~' d, • -· • • 
1lt. 
DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS 1. 0 1.0 143.9 143.9 22.7 166.6 166.6 
FRINGE BENEFITS 0 0 25.7 25.7 7.2 32.9 32.9 
OVERHEAD .5 .5 118.8 118.8 22.4 141.2 141.2 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS 0 0 24.0 24.0 5.6 29.6 29.6 
TOTAL 1.5 1.5 31_2.4 312.4 57.9 370.3 370.3 . 
QUESTION ; PERTAIN~ TO TH [SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO: 
Ms_._ h£~ Fa !i.rcloth 404) 894 ·6759 
G-35-607/R6305-0AO 
' Baseline Pion lclentificotion (Col. 7b & 7d): Revi a ion No. ' Dotecl . 
MASA fORI& SllM MA" U Pllt&YIOUI &OITION MAY •C UI&D. R• :,.~..,(!8!_M.C.1'! 
Geargkl_Tech __ _ 
January 14, 1993 
Ms. Sandra Muraca 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Financial Management Division 
M/S 126 
Hampton, VA 23665 
Office of Grants and Contracts Accounting 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Hinman Building 




RE: NAS1-18487 Financial Management Report 
Dear Ms. Muraca: 
Enclosed is the Monthly contractor Financial Management 
Report for Contract Number NAS1-18487 for the period that 
ended December 31, 1992. 
If you have any questions or if we can be of further 
assistance, please call either Peggy Faircloth at 
(404) 894-6759 or me at (404) 894-2629. 
Sincerely, 




cc: Dr. w. L. Chameides, E & 
Dr. D. M. cunnold, E & A 
Ms. Luci Blunschi, E & A 
Ms. Mary Wolfe, OCA/CSD, 
Mr. George Maddrea, Tech 
Cost Accounting, M/S 135 
ONR RR, Michael D. Karp, 
File: G35-607/R63050AO 




Rep, M/S 475 
via (M/S 175) via (DCAA) 
0490 
\n Emu! Education anu F.molnrment Ooonr1unirv !nstirution 
--- - - - --
Form Approved 
:Z . REPORT ,.OR WONTH ltNOING ANO NUWalt" Of' 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND S'ACE ADMINISTRATION OPERATING DAYS 
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A Trip Report on 
The Quadrennial Ozone Symposium 
Gottingen, West Germany 
August, 1988 
by 
Derek M. Cunnold 
School of Geophysical Sciences 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, GA 30332-0340 
The Quadrennial Ozone Symposium. 1988 
The attendance at the quadrennial ozone symposia has increased from 
approximately 60 scientists in 1961 to 120 scientists in 1972 to approximately 
400 in Gottingen this year. Current interest is centered on the antarctic ozone 
hole (and its arctic counterpart?), global trends in stratospheric ozone, and 
this year, for the first time, ozone in the troposphere. Approximately three 
working days (out of 7 1/2 days) at this meeting were devoted to the 
troposphere, and it is clear that there is now considerable political and 
regulatory interest (and financial support?) throughout the U.S. and Western 
Europe for understanding elevated ozone levels in the troposphere. 
Ozone in the troposphere 
Production of ozone in the troposphere occurs through the now well-known 
set of reactions: 
CO + OR ~ C0 2 + H 
H + 0 2 + M ~ H02 + M 
H0 2 + NO -+ N0 2 + OH 
N02 + hv -+ NO + 0 
0 + 02 + M ~ 03 + M 
sum co + 202 -+ C02 + 0 3 
This set of reactions can produce ozone throughout the troposphere provided NO 
concentrations are greater than 10 pptv. For NO concentrations less than this, 
the third reaction is less important than H0 2 + 0 3 -+ OH + 20 2 and the reaction 
set becomes a sink for ozone. Hence, NO concentrations must be known in order 
X 
to assess tropospheric ozone production. 
In continental polluted air, CO in the reaction set may be replaced by CH4 
or non-methane-hydrocarbons (NMHC). Again, however, the concentrations of NO 
X 
(due to both natural and anthropogenic sources) are critical for assessing 
resulting ozone concentrations. Regulatory control strategies based on 
hydrocarbon emissions in the U.S. appear to be having only modest effects on 
of the role of NO . 
X 
In Europe, on the controlling ozone production because 
other hand where emission controls are just beginning, controls on hydrocarbon 
emissions might have a more important role in limiting the local production of 
ozone. 
At the ozone symposium the emphasis was on the global ozone budget of the 
troposphere. Despite observational evidence of elevated ozone levels produced 
by biomass burning (particularly evident just above the boundary layer over West 
Africa) and by industrial emissions in continental areas, it remains unclear 
what proportion of the tropospheric ozone comes from the stratosphere and versus 
how much is photochemically produced. The separation of these two sources is 
made more difficult because both processes result in more tropospheric ozone in 
the Northern Hemisphere and even the well-known tendency for stratospheric 
intrusions to produce a spring maximum in ozone can be replicated by the 
production of ozone from PAN (which has a long lifetime) in the spring. Because 
of these difficulties there is considerable interest in historical ozone data 
and in data from extremely remote areas such as the antarctic. 
Surface ozone measurements from Montsouris (near Paris) in the 1890's, 
after being filtered for S0 2 contamination, yielded ozone mixing ratios of 
approximately 10 ppbv with only a slight indication of a spring maximum. This 
may be contrasted against current annually-averaged values at Hohenpeissenberg 
of 30 ppbv with a seasonal variation (summer maximum) of ± 10 ppbv. A one-
dimensional model was able to account for such an ozone change over the past 
century only if NMHC of natural origin were contributing to the tropospheric 
ozone balance in 1900. 
Latitudinal surveys of tropospheric ozone showed surface ozone levels in 
the Southern Hemisphere to be approximately half the levels found in the 
Northern Hemisphere. In the tropics (away from biomass burning areas) surface 
2 
concentrations are only 10 ppbv because of local chemical destruction by HO 
X 
with a time constant (~ 10 days) significantly faster than the downward mixing 
time. Similarly low concentrations are also observed at high latitudes of the 
Southern Hemisphere. There was some evidence of more fragment stratospheric 
intrusions in the Northern Hemisphere resulting in more pronounced springtime 
ozone maxima over the oceans in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern 
Hemisphere. South Pole values are somewhat larger than the Montsouris values of 
100 years ago raising the question of whether the SP values are pre-industrial? 
Using the GFDL three-dimensional model, Levy finds that fossil fuel combustion 
does not supply sufficient NO to the Southern Hemisphere to produce a source of 
X 
ozone. A biomass-burning source of NO may add significantly to NO in the SH 
X X 
and explain maritime boundary layer measurements of nitrate and nitric acid in 
the South Pacific. Stratospheric injections of NO can add NO in the upper 
X X 
troposphere. 
Measurements of NO are needed to assess the ozone budget of the Southern 
X 
Hemisphere. Some analyses of the Northern Hemisphere NO budget were presented 
X 
at this meeting. NO is observed to decrease slowly with height in continental 
X 
air but to increase with height in maritime air. Measurements of the known 
chemical component ratios of NO were found to add to unity in some experiments 
X 
but not in others. PAN contributes approximately 30% of the daytime NO over 
X 
the con1:inental U.S. (its rate of destruction has a strong temperature 
dependence). Measured ratios of NO to ozone are being used to assess 
X 
intrusiotls of stratospheric air into the upper troposphere and the lightning 
source of NO . 
X 
Several field experiments comparing observed changes in ozone against 
changes predicted by chemical models based on measurements of precursor species, 
HO , NO , and NMHC were reported. Measurements (at roughly hourly intervals) 
X X 
during relatively static conditions over a four day period in central 
3 
Pennsylvania were impressively simulated. 
mixing in the boundary layer provides large 




downward mixing) for initiating ozone production. Other measurements indicated 
a substantial chemical source of tropospheric 0 3 over the central U.S. in the 
summertime 
2 
mol/em jsec) which may increase during conditions of deep 
convective mixing by an order of magnitude. However simulations of ozone change 
when horizontal transport is important remain unconvincing both because of 
difficulties in assessing the transport and substantially offsetting effects of 
chemical change and deposition to the ground. 
Trend studies of tropospheric ozone from ECC sonde data show irregular 
increases over the past 20 years of 1-3%/year. The larger increases occur over 
Western Europe, and it is the daytime values which have increased. Future 
increases are projected but are obviously sensitive to future levels of CH 4 , CO 
and NO . Isaksen projects there should have been a global tropospheric ozone 
X 
increase of roughly 25% since 1960 (primarily in the Northern Hemisphere) and a 
decrease in OH of 15%. Over the next 100 years an additional ozone increase of 
10-20% is projected. Ann Thompson pointed out that projected reductions of 0 3 
in the stratosphere should result in more tropospheric OH and a reduction in the 
tropospheric ozone increase. J. Chang emphasized that net long term changes in 
OHare also affected by NMHC emissions. 
Stratospheric Ozone 
(a) Polar region 
The antarctic ozone hole is being explained in terms of high ClO levels 
resulting from the reaction sequence: 
ice 
ClN0 3 + HCl -+ Cl 2 + HN0 3 (solid) (1) 
ClO + N0 2 + M -+ ClN0 3 + M (2) 
Cl 2 + hv -+ 2Cl (3) 
Cl + 0 3 -+ ClO + 02 (4) 
l+ 
'•. 
Thus in t:he polar night in the presence of polar stratospheric clouds, Cl is 
X 
being st:ored as Cl 2 , not ClN0 3 or HCl. Photodissociation of Cl 2 results in a 
net conversion of HCl to ClO. Ozone destruction occurs via the ClO dimer 
reaction sequence: 
ClO + ClO + M ~ ClOOCl + M 
ClOOCl + hv ~ Cl + ClOO 
ClOO + M ~ Cl + 0 2 + M 





At this conference Dr. Cox reported a fast and highly temperature sensitive rate 
-30 
constant of 4.2 x 10 exp(8720/T) cm3jsec for reaction (5) and that reaction 
(6) is the major photolysis channel for Cl 2 0 2 . Molina emphasized that HCl 
dissolves in ice so that reaction (1) can be a fast reaction because it is just 
a two body reaction. Also HN0 3 .nH2 0 forms several degrees above the frost point 
of water and HCl reacts fast with this. Furthermore, PSC's can promote 
reactions between otherwise stable species such as 
H2 0 2 + HCl ~ HOCl + H2 0 
ice 
which is another way for HCl to be converted to ClO. 
9 -3 
DeZafra reported ClO concentrations of 3 x 10 em at approximately 20 krn 
altitude column measurements of 2 x 10
15 
cm- 2 by day dropping to 10
13 -2 
em and 
at night. Disappearance of the ClO layer centered at 20 km occurred almost 
immediately at sunset. Destruction of ozone via reaction sequence (5-8) is 
controlled by reaction (5), which explains why 0 3 depletion occurs throughout 
the 10-22 km altitude range. He estimates that reaction (5) leads to 50% too 
much ozone destruction (which is good agreement considering rate constant 
uncertair1ties and concern about whether the diurnal variation of ClO was 
adequately accounted for in that estimate). Ozone concentrations are found to 
be negatively correlated with ClO concentrations two weeks after the antarctic 
has emerged from polar night. Despite the non-linear dependence of ozone 
5 
destruction on ClO, the AER modeling group have however concluded that it has 
not been possible to simulate both the seasonal cycle in antarctic ozone and the 
secular change between 1979 and 1987 (but have they included the observed 
temperature changes in their calculations?). 
The aircraft flights (e.g. the ER-2) into the ozone hole in 1987 have shown 
that HCl concentrations decrease below HF concentrations on entering the ozone 
hole region. HN0 3 , N0 2 , and H2 0 are also lower (- 2 times) inside this region 
than outside while ClN0 3 appears to have a peak near the edge of the region. It 
was suggested that the rapid increase of ClO inside the region be used to define 
the edge of the chemical vortex (ClO - 130 pptv?) which extends over a somewhat 
broader area than the dynamically-defined vortex. The species with low 
concentrations (e.g. HCl and N0 2 ) inside the vortex begin to increase in mid-
September as the vortex warms. Measured BrO column concentrations are 3 x 1013 
cm-
2 
with an estimated layer height of 15 km and a concentration of 5-10 pptv. 
This implies that bromine plays only a minor role in ozone destruction but is 
responsible for producing large observed columns of OClO with maximum values 
during the evening hours. 
Destruction of ozone in the antarctic appears initially in the vicinity of 
the polar night boundary and spreads poleward as this boundary contracts. By 
October lst the ozone variance over Halley Bay is small suggesting fairly 
uniform ozone destruction has occurred throughout the polar region with 80% of 
the ozone between 13 and 22 km having been destroyed. Measurements of long-
lived trace gases (e.g. N2 0) indicate that the air inside the polar vortex 
persistently sinks during the spring. Several three-dimensional models have 
been used to study the recovery of ozone at the end of spring, but Prather finds 
transport is insufficient to fill in the hole. In a 2-D model (Ko et al) 
calculation it is noted that this transport of ozone into the hole can be 
responsible for an annually-averaged observed decrease of approximately 5% at 
6 
40-60°S latitude (but this decrease would be non-accumulative). The ozone hole 
in 1987 lasted into December because of a later than normal breakup of the polar 
vortex. In the arctic there is some evidence of chlorine chemistry such as high 
OClO values but less isolation from mid-latitude transport (both ozone and heat) 
may be reducing the effects. 
Kawahira analyzed NMC temperatures in the 100-200 mb and 50-100 mb regions. 
As has been previously noted, there has been a reduction in temperatures in the 
July, August, September period between 1979 and 1986, and in particular the 
region with temperatures less than 195° k has widened considerably. He 
attempted to relate these changes to a reduction in the poleward heat flux. 
Such studies lead to questions of whether there has been a secular change in 
PSC's over this period and whether 0 3 and C0 2 changes are contributing to this 
temperature change and hence to the ozone hole. 
(b) Stratospheric ozone trends 
The trends report concludes that there has been a decrease of columnar 
ozone at mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere of approximacely 6% since 1979 
(why should an effect due to fluorocarbons have started in 1979?). In the 
stratosphere the report concludes there is no unique way to correct for diffuser 
plate degradation in the SBUV experiment, and although the trends inferred from 
SAGE and Umkehr observations are roughly in agreement with the expected ozone 
loss of 10%, sampling uncertainties render the observed trends as tentative. 
There is considerable uncertainty concerning the effects of the 11 year solar 
cycle on ozone and therefore considerable interest in what will happen to the 
ozone as solar maximum approaches over the next few years. 
Bhartia feels that it is possible, by comparing long term changes in the 
SBUV wavelength pairs used to infer total ozone and changes as a function of air 
mass, to remove diffuser plate effects on total ozone. SBUV trends are then 
7 
similar to those from the Dobson network. Some uncertainties remain due to the 
effect of clouds. SBUV stopped producing good data 
Preliminary results from SBUV2 for March, April, 
on February 13, 1987. 
and December 1985 showed 
differences relative to SBUV and Umkehr of 5-10%. Some of the differences from 
SBUV were clearly related to air mass differences (and hence to diffuser plate 
or absorption coefficient uncertainties). Stolarski reported that TOMS 
observations, normalized to the Dobson network, exhibited a 3% global ozone 
change over the 10 year period 1978-1988, of which approximately 0.5% was due to 
the antarctic ozone hole. The change varies by season and latitude and is 
different in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The largest changes in the 
Northern Hemisphere are in the polar region (e.g. in October) but vary with 
longitude~ there in association with wave 1 vortex structure. 
Base~d on aerosol size distribution measurements by the ER-2 aircraft and 
1idar measurements at five Northern Hemisphere sites, DeLuisi has recalculated 
the effects of aerosols on Umkehr measurements (-5% error/.01 in aerosol optical 
thickness for layer 9 ozone). At five selected Northern Hemisphere sites this 
implies a 10% ozone reduction in layers 8 and 9 over the recent 10 year period 
(with the minimum change occurring in layer 5). Mateer has inferred expected 
differences between Umkehr and SBUV measurements based on the averaging kernels 
for the two experiments and the SAGE (high vertical resolution) ozone profiles. 
The Boulder Umkehr and SBUV exhibit the expected differences (Umkehr layer~ 3-6 
have well-known problems produced by the first guess profiles) with layer 5 
values exhibiting particularly poor correlation (in part because ozone doesn't 
vary much at that level). 
Solar cycle effects on ozone have been inferred from analyses of the 
observed effects of the 27 day solar rotation period on ozone. An 
underprediction of the ozone response occurs above 40 km altitude even after a 
diurnal correction has been made. It is hypothesized (Hood and Keating) that 
8 
this is due to an underprediction of the phase lag for the temperature response 
which can produce a positive feedback on the ozone response. Hood concludes 
that the maximum effect of the solar cycle on the total ozone change from 1979 
to 1985 is 1% but it was noted that the temperature response is time-limited in 
a 27 day period which would not be true for an 11 year solar cycle. A 2-D model 
calculation by Wuebbles on the other hand predicts that more than half the ozone 
change observed since 1979 should have been due to the solar cycle effect; at 42 
km altitude 3% of the 10% ozone change is predicted ·to be due to the solar cycle 
(with the fluorocarbon effect being latitude-dependent and the solar cycle 
effect latitude-independent). The model gives good agreement with the observed 
stratospheric temperature change of 1.5-2°k but is unable to simulate the 
observed wintertime change of columnar ozone at mid-latitudes of 6%. 
A range of models is being used to assess ozone change and some 
measurements and predicted effects of CFC-22, which some in Europe consider to 
be a likely replacement for the more stable fluorocarbons, were presented at 
this meeting. 2-D models include K. K. Tung's model which utilizes isentropic 
surfaces and five day averaged measured NMC temperatures to produce a 
circulation. Hou pointed out that the ageostrophic advection of angular 
momentum in the absence of strong quasigeostrophic eddy mixing resolution a 
steepening of the meridional ozone gradient accompanied by movement of maximum 
downward _velocity in the residual circulation away from the polar region. This 
is proposed to be the reason why the columnar ozone maximum in the Southern 
Hemisphere (in winter) is displaced to mid-latitudes. A French GCM with very 
limited chemistry is being used for ozone studies, as is a hemispheric model at 
NCAR without a troposphere but with more chemistry. The largest operation is 
clearly the group at NASA GSFC who are now coupling an extensive chemistry and a 
full diurnal calculation into their GCM. They have, however, decided not to use 
a 4th order GCM but are instead using a spectral GCM and assimilating observed 
9 
temperatures into the model. The model consumes 4 hours of cyber 205 time/model 
day. The model provides a good simulation of LIMS HN0 3 variations. 
10 
Analysis of Ozone 0 bservations (ground-based) 
El N'mo and Ozone 
Koji Yama:mkl 
Meteorological Research Institute 
1-1 Napmine fsukuba lbaraki 305 Japan 
Hasebe( 1984) studied the interannual variations of total ozone ( 1970-1977) and found the 
oscillation with period of about four years (FYO). 'Ibis FYO is almost symmeaic with respect to 
the equator showing an out-of phase relation between the tropics and the extratropics. Its n<XIe is 
located at about 20 N and 20 S. The sea surface temperature in the equatorial eastern Pacific and 
the FYO of total ozone have a good correlation. During the warm phase of El Nino, the total ozone 
in the tropics is low and that in the exttatropics is high. It is suggested that when El Nino takes 
place, the ozone transport in the stratosphere by the Brewer-Dobson circulation is enhanced and 
therefore the total ozone increases in the extratropics and decreases in the tropics. 
In this paper, the impact of El Nino event on the total ozone transport is studied by a 
atmospheric general circulation model. The model we used is the 15 layer MRI GCM. The simple 
ozone photochemical process in the stratosphere is included in the model together with an advective 
process (Schlesinger and Mintz. 1979). Two 3 month integrations are perfonned from the initial 
atmospheric condition of 12Z. May 1, 1983. Control run is integrated with use of climatological 
sea surface temperatures and the other with the observed sea surface temperatures in 1983. During 
the period. the 1982/83 El Nino was still active. The initial condition of ozone is climatological 
values for both runs. 
Fig. 1 shows the July mean total 01.one anomaly (El Nino run - Control run ). The 
simulation clearly shows that the total Ol.l •. ". decreases and that in the middle latitude increases. 
The anomaly is almost symmetric with 'c ' , ,~c 1 to the equator and its n<XIe lies at about 20 N and 20 
S. The simulated results agree with the (JI··.r: lvation. Thus the relationship between El Nino and 
the toal ozone variation is comfmned by u:c present GCM simulation. Also the simulation in 
winter will be presented at the symposium. 
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Ozone Observations from Satellites 
Hemispheric Differences in Observed Stratospheric Ozone 
Julius London and Lori M. Perliski 
Astrophysical, Planetary and Atmospheric Sciences, Box 391 
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309 USA 
Annlyses are presented of the hemispheric differences of time and longitude varia-
tions of stratospheric ozone. The present study is based on 8 years (Nov 1978-Sep 1986) of 
ozone concentration data as derived from the Nimbus 7 SBUV measurements. The results 
are consistent with, and an extension of, preliminary results reported from earlier, limited, 
data sets. 
At 1 mb, during the winter season, the Southern Hemisphere ozone mixing ratio 
is considern.bly higher (about 30 percent) than that in the Northern Hemisphere. This 
is, at least in part, the result of the photochemical response to the lower temperature 
n.t mid and high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere. During the peak of the summer 
season (Jun-Jul/Dec-Jan) the Northern Hemisphere mixing ratio values are about 15-20 
percent higher than those in the Southern Hemisphere. Approximate balance obtains at 
all latitudes at 1mb during Mar(N)/Oct(S) and Sep(N)/Mar(S). In the upper stratosphere 
the annual variations are maxima at about 60°N and 45-60°S but the maximum phases 
~e just 6 months apart-Dec(N) and Jun(S). 
The ozone mixing ratio at 10mb is almost always higher in the Northern Hemisphere-
particularly at sub-polar latitudes. However, near equatorial latitudes, where the effect of 
the earth-sun distance is important, the sign of the difference alternates from perhelion to 
nphelion. In mid-stratosphere (7-10mb) the annual variations show about equal maxima 
at about 50°N and S. At lower levels (3Q-40 mb) the amplitu~e of the annual harmonic 
nt sub-polar latitudes is slightly higher in the Northern Hemisphere, and in the Southern 
Hemisphere the phase is retarded about 2-3 months at sub-polar latitudes. 
Longitude variations at different stratospheric levels also indicate hemispheric dif-
ferences. At 1 mb wave #1 is dominant with an amplitude of -0.5 ppmm during the 
winter at 65°N and 40°S. At lower levels, the ma."<imum amplitude is -0.8 ppmm at 65°N 
and -4.5 ppmm at 45-60°S. 
The importance of photochemical and stratospheric circulation characteristics as 
they affect these observed hemispheric differences will be discussed. 
Sat~l lite Total Ozon~ Climatology Covering 18 Years 
I 
Ernest ' I 1 1 senrath and Sushi 1 Chancira 
G~ · :drd Space Flignt Center 
Greenbelt MD 20708 
Satellite total ozone observations have been analyzed from both the BUV on 
Nimbus-4 and SBUV on Nimbus-7. The former covered the p~riod 1970 to 19/7 
while the latter covered the period 1979 to 1986. The purpose of this paper 
is to study the global ozone variations by season over the 18 year period. 
This was accomplished by first employiny Nimbus-4 and Nimbus-7 data which were 
processed by th~ same algorithm, removing the long term trends which may be 
instrument induced, and then forming monthly 10 deyree zonal averages. The 
annual, semiannual, quasibiennial oscillations (QBO) from the two data sets 
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Current work 
Graphics show current activities in the following areas are enclosed. 
(1) Comparisons of SAGE II column ozone measurements against TOMS. 
(a) The long term trends are slightly different. 
(b) Similar results are evident for the QBO sampled at SAGE coincidences. 
(2) Comparisons against SBUV version 6: 
Differences are being examined, with the following conclusions 
(a) Large differences can arise because measurements of temperature were 
unavailable to SAGE at certain times. 
(b) There exist other sources of large differences occasionally affecting 
SAGE. 
(c) Following fully sunlit periods, SAGE data possesses questionable values. 
(d) SAGE sunrise data appears to be biased at high altitudes in the tropics. 
I 
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Validation of SAGE II Ozone Measurements 
D. M. CuNNOLD, 1 W. P. CHu,::! R. A. BARNES.~ M. P. McCoRMICK.= AND R. E. VEIGA:! 
The error budget of the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II ozone profile 
measurements is discussed in depth. Five ozone profiles are compared against coincident ROCOZ-A 
and electrochemical concentration cell ( ECC) ozonesonde measurements at Natal. Brazil (6°S) and 
Wallops Island. Virginia 136°N). The mean difference between all the measurements is approximately 
llfi and the agreement is within 77r at all altitudes between 20 and 53 km. L:sing datasonde and 
National Weather Service satellite observations of tempentture. the agreement is almost equally as 
good for ozone mixing ratios on pressure surfaces. A comparison of the intrinsic SAGE II 
measurement errors with measured tropical variances suggests that the precision of the ozone profiles 
is approximately 5lff between 24 and 36 km. degrading to 77,- at an altitude of 48 km. It is inferred that 
the measurement errors possess a vertical correlation distance of 3 km and that therefore the profile 
precision improves by a factor of approximately 1.3 if the profiles were to be smoothed over 5 km 
vertically. The repeatability of SAGE II ozone profiles depends also upon the uncertainty in the 
profiles' reference altitudes. These errors are correlated over 7-day periods and increase to 200m over 
that period of time. The accuracy of SAGE II ozone profiles is expected to be 6Cfi above 25 km altitude. 
The SAGE II profiles provide useful ozone information up to approximately 60 km altitude and are 
more precise than the SAGE I profiles. SAGE II profiles. combined with revised SAGE I profiles. form 
an excellent data base for estimating the long-term trend in stratospheric ozone since 1979. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II 
experiment is a part of the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite 
(ERBS). which was launched from the space shuttle October 
5. 1984. It was maneuvered into a 610-km circular orbit at an 
inclination of 56°. The instrument is a seven-channel Sun 
photometer. similar to the SAGE I instrument [McCormick 
et al .. 1979]. that makes measurements at the wavelengths of 
1.02. 0.94. 0.60. 0.525. 0.453. 0.448. and 0.385 J.Lm. SAGE IJ 
vertically scans the solar surface as the atmosphere on the 
Earth's limb passes between the Sun and the spacecraft. The 
ray path from the Sun to the spacecraft traverses the 
atmosphere at minimum (or tangent) heights between cloud 
top and maximum heights of 200 km [Mauldin eta/ .• 1985]. 
The instrument field of view in the direction normal to· the 
ray is 0.5 km vertically by 5 km horizontally. 
Ozone concentration profiles are retrieved from the ina-
diance measurements in the 0.6-J.Lm channel, which is lo-
cated at the center of the Chappuis absorption band. The 
inversion of the radiometric data involves the removal of 
contributions from molecular scatterers. N02, and aerosol 
[Chu eta/., this issue]. SAGE II performs 15 sunset and 15 
sunrise measurements each day. Because of the orbital 
characteristics of the ERBS spacecraft. the spatial coverage 
of the SAGE II measurements extends over a seasonally 
dependent latitude range of approximately 70oS to 70°N over 
the period of about I month. The annual latitudinal coverage 
of the SAGE II measurements is shown in Figure I (for 
SAGE II, the sample locations and times repeat from year to 
year). SAGE II ozone data, together with the aerosol. N02 , 
and H 20 data, are processed at NASA Langley Research 
•school of Geophysical Sciences. Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy. Atlanta. 
2Atmospheric Science Division, NASA Langley Research Center. 
Hampton. Virginia. 
3Chemal. Incorporated. Wallops Island, Virginia. 
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Center. Hampton. Virginia. and are archived at the National 
Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Maryland. 
The objective of this paper is to test the validity of the 
ozone measurements from the SAGE II instrument. The 
approach is similar to that used for the validation of the 
SAGE I ozone data rMcCormick et al .. 1984: Reiter and 
McCormick. 1982] and is based primarily on comparisons 
with correlative measurements by both rocket ozonesondes 
and electrochemical concentration cell (ECC) ozonesondes. 
A detailed analysis of the SAGE II ozone profile errors is 
also included to assess the precision of each of the measure-
ments. 
2. THE OZONE RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM 
The procedure for retrieving ozone from SAGE II irradi-
ances [ Chu et a/ .. this issue] is similar in approach to that for 
SAGE I. described by Clw and McCormick [1979]. How-
ever, in the SAGE II algorithm· the tangent altitude corre-
sponding to each measurement is determined solely from the 
satellite ephemeris and the inferred scanning rate of the scan 
mirror. This contrasts with SAGE I, in which tangent 
altitudes in the most recent, 1987-produced, data set are 
determined primarily by matching measured molecular den-
sities at approximately 30 km altitude against meteorological 
data from the National Weather Service (NWS) (with only 
minimal constraints being applied. based on the satellite 
ephemeris information). 
The algorithm first establishes the position of each SAGE 
II measurement. both in the atmosphere (expressed as the 
tangent altitude relative to Earth's sea level) and on the Sun. 
A Sun scan for a tangent altitude of approximately 120 km is 
used as a reference relative to which atmospheric transmis-
sions are inferred. The scan mirror moves back and forth 
across the Sun 2~30 times during an event. Slant path 
atmospheric transmissions determined at each instant are 
grouped into 70 consecutive J -km altitude bins, beginning at 
the lowest measurement altitude. For each event the arith-
metic means of the measured optical depths at each altitude 
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Validation of SAGE II N02 Measurements 
D. M. CUNNOLD,l J. M. ZAWODNY,2 w. P. CHU,2 J.P. POMMEREAU, 3 F. GOUTAIL3 
J. LENOBLE,4 M.P. McCoRM1CK,2 R. E. VEJGA,2 D. MuRCRAY,s N. lwAGAMI,6 
K. SH1BASAK1,7 P. c. SIMON,8 AND w. PEETERMANS8 
Stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment (SAGE) II satellite-borne measurements of the strato-
spheric profiles of N02 at sunset have been made since October 1984. The measurements are made by 
solar occultation and are derived from the difference between the absorptions in narrow bandwidth 
channels centered at 0.448 and 0.453 ,un. The precision of the profiles is approximately 5% between 
an upper altitude of 36 km and a latitude-dependent lower altitude at which the mixing ratio is 4 ppbv 
(for example, approximately 25 km at mid-latitudes and 29 km in the tropics). At lower altitudes the 
precision is approximately 0.2 ppbv. The ~rofiles are nominally smoothed over I km except at altitudes 
where the extinction is less than 2 x 10- /km (approximately 38 km altitude), where 5 km smoothing 
is employed. The profile measurement noise has an autocorrelation distance of 3--5 km for I km 
smoothing and more than 10 km for 5 km smoothing. The absolute accuracy of the measurements is 
estimated to be 15% based on uncertainties in the absorption cross-sections and their temperature 
dependence. Comparisons against two sets of balloon profiles and atmospheric trace molecules 
spectroscopy experiment (A TMOS) measurements show agreement within approximately 10% over 
the altitude range of 23 to 37 km at mid-latitudes. SAGE II N02 measurements are calculated to be 
approximately 20% smaller at the mixing ratio peak than average limb infrared monitor of the 
stratosphere (LIMS) measurements in the tropics in 1979. They show acceptable agreement with 
SAGE I sunset N02 measurements in the tropics in 1979-1981 when the limited resolution and 
precision of the SAGE I measurements and the differences between the two measurement techniques 
are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment (SAGE) II 
instrument was launched from the space shuttle on October 
.5, 1984. It was maneuvered into a 610-km circular orbit with 
an inclination of .56°. The instrument is a seven channel Sun 
photometer which makes measurements at the wavelengths 
of 1.02, 0.94, 0.60, 0 . .52.5, 0.4.53, 0.448, and 0.38.5 p.m. The 
instrument scans back and forth across the solar disk as the 
Sun is occu1ted by the Earth's atmosphere. One product of 
these measurements is N02 profiles at a 90° solar zenith 
angle (sunrises and sunsets) at the points where the line of 
sight from the instrument to the Sun are tangential to the 
Earth's atmosphere. The instrument field of view in the 
direction normal to the line of sight is 0 . .5 krn vertically by 2 . .5 
km horizontally. 
N02 profiles are retrieved on the basis of the difference 
between the measured irradiances at 0.448 and 0.4.53 IJ.m 
(i.e., a differential technique). Using two wavelengths pro-
duces good separation of the N02 absorption signature from 
that of other gases and scatterers and makes the technique 
conceptually similar to the N02 measurement technique 
(which however utilizes many more wavelengths) which has 
1 School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta. 
2NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. 
3Service d'A~ronomie, CNRS, Verrieres le Buisson, France. 
4Universite des Sciences et Techniques de LiUe, Cedex, Lille, 
France. 
'Department of Physics, University of Denver, Denver, Colo-
rado. 
6Geophysics Research Laboratory, University of Tokyo, Japan. 
7 Kokugakuin University, Tokyo, Japan. 
8Institut d'A~ronomie Spatiale, BruxeJJes, Belgium. 
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been used to produce many years of ground-based N02 
measurements [e.g., Noxon, 1979, 1980; Johnston and Mc-
Kenzie, 1988] and more recently to make balloon-borne N02 
measurements [e.g., Pommereau eta/., 1987]. Contributions 
from ozone, aerosols, and neutral density must be removed 
before the N02 profiles can be obtained. The latitude of the 
N02 profiles (and the other atmospheric constituents, aero-
sols, ozone, and water vapor) observed by SAGE II change 
from one day to the next such that sampling of the global 
atmosphere between approximately 70°N and 700S is pro-
duced over a 1-year period (see Figure 1). The orbit of SAGE 
II is such that the coverage of the global atmosphere is 
exactly repeated each 364.44 days. The SAGE II data are 
processed at NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, 
Virginia, and are being archived at the National Space 
Science Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. 
The objective of this report is to test the validity of the 
SAGE II N02 measurements within the measurement accu-
racy of approximately 1.5%. This is also the estimated 
(approximate) accuracy of the measurement systems against 
which the SAGE II N02 measurements will be compared. 
There are, unfortunately, only a few (almost) coincident 
balloon-borne measurement of N02, and thus validation 
must also depend upon comparisons against climatological 
distributions of N02 and on the self-consistency of the 
observations. 
2. N02 RETRIEVALS 
The general procedure for retrieving constituent profiles 
from the SAGE II irradiance measurements is described by 
Chu [1989] and Chu eta/. [1989]. The algorithm is based on 
the set of equations: 
T(A;) = Ta(A;) + aT 01(A;) + bTNo2(A;) + T,(A;) (1) 
12,913 
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PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF POSSIBLE 
AEROSOL CONTAMINATION EFFECTS 
ON SAGE OZONE TRENDS IN THE 
LOWER STRATOSPHERE 
Derek M. Cunnold* and Robert E. Veiga•• 
•Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332, U.S.A . 
.. ST Systems Corporation, Hampton, VA 23666, U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
An investigation of tha validity of long term ozona trends in the lower stratosphere derived 
from SAGE I and II measurements is described. At altitudes below approximately 20 km, it is 
important to separate the ozone and aerosol contributions to SAGE extinction at 600 nm. The 
correlation between SAGE II measurements of ozone and aerosols indicates that most of the 
variability in these parameters is associated with physically induced variations resulting 
from quasi-horizontal motions of air parcels. The SAGE ozone measurements are however found 
to be as much as 201 larger than coincident ozonesonde measurements between 15 and 20 km 
altitude. A sudden change in the difference at approximately 14.5 1cm altitude for which 
there is a change in the SAGE aerosol retrieval procedure suggests that SAGE ozone trends 
below 20 km altitude aay be more sensitive to aerosol variations. Between 20 and 25 1cm alti-
tude, however, both SAGE and the ozonesondes indicate a reduction in ozone of approxima~~ly 
0.5%/year over the period 1979 to 1989 at mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. 
INTRODUCTION 
SAGE I and II satellite observations have provided important information on long term changes 
in stratospheric ozone (e.g. /1/). The changes reported up until this time have emphasized 
the region above 25 ka altitude both because of the possibility of contamination of the ozone 
signal by aerosols below this altitude (see for example, /2/) and because it is more 
difficult to validate the ozone observations below 25 km altitude because of the expected 
short time and space scales of ozone variability in the lower stratosphere. Nevertheless, it 
is important to assess long term ozone change in the lowest part of the stratosphere, 
especially because the ozonesonde observations suggest that a substantial decrease has 
occurred in this region over the past decade. This report is part of an ongoing study of 
ozone change in the lower stratosphere implied by SAGE I and II observations. 
Several approaches have been taken in this assessment. Correlations between the coincident 
ozone and aerosol observations have been examined for spurious correlations which might be 
produced by retrieval uncertainties. Variations on both orbit to orbit and month to month 
time scales are being studied. It is not, however, easy to identify a spurious correlation 
in the month to month variations because of the large seasonal cycle in ozone at mid-
latitudes and the quasi-biennial oscillation in the tropics which unfortunately has a phase 
which is correlated with volcanic aerosol injections into the stratosphere in the mid 1980's. 
On the other hand, we observe large orbit to orbit aerosol variations and it is the 
correlation with ozone variations on this time seale which will be described in this report . 
A comparison of SAGE I and II ozone profiles with •coincident• ozonesondes is also described . 
SAGE II SHORT TERM OZONE/AEROSOL CORRELATIONS 
SAGE II retrievals provide profiles of ozone concentrations and mixing ratios at local 
sunrises and sunsets at 1 km altitude intervals based on atmospheric absorption at 600 nm and 
neutral densities derived from temperature observations from the operational satellites of 
the National Weather Service (NWS). Aerosol extinctions are derived from the SAGE II data at 
several wavelengths. Here we use tpe axtin~tions at 1020 nm which are the least affected by 
Rayleigh scattering and absorption by the other gases being measured. Figure (1) shows the 
correlations batwaen ozone concentrations and aerosol extinctionsjkm (typically proportional 
to aerosol concentrations) during each month from November 1984 to April 1990. The data 
analyzed includes only those profiles obtained between 45•N and 55•s and thus each monthly 
value is basad on fewer than 100 profiles and a few days of observations per month. The 
correlations are predominantly positive below the aerosol maximum (not shown) but are 
negative above this aaximum between 18 and 22 km. The correlations again become positive 
above 22 lcm altitude. It is important to abo note that the correlations are large and 
seasonally variable with the largest correlations occurring in winter. 
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Fig. 1. The correlation be-
tween SAGE II•zone concentra-
tions and 1020 nm aerosol 
extinction measurements over 1 
month periods for the latitude 
range 45• to 55•N. Results 
are given at 2 km altitude 
intervals and the blackened 
squares indicate that the 
correlation coefficients are 
statistically significant. 
The wintertime correlation coefficient maximum and the approximate coincidence of the 
positive to negative correlation coefficient transition with the aerosol concentration/mixing 
ratio maximum strongly suggests that the correlations are the result of atmospheric motions. 
For example, upward moving air parcels located below the aerosol peak would contain 
relatively small mixing ratios of both ozone and aerosols. However if this physical picture 
is correct, it is not obvious why the correlation reverses from negative to positive near the 
ozone concentration peak and several kilometers below the ozone mixing ratio peak. To 
explain this, it is necessary to consider both vertical and horizontal motions of air parcels 
and it is useful to employ a more transport conservative analysis procedure using mixing 
ratios on pressure surfaces. 
Figure 2 shows the correlation coefficient and RD1 o2 (where o and o2 are the standard deviations of ozone and aerosols) for SAGE II data for November 1~84 determined after moving 
the data to pressure surfaces and dividing by air molecule concentrations. ~~ crrrrsure 
surfaces are numbered such that level i corresponds to a pressure of 1000 x 2 · · ab . 
Thus the transition from negative to positive correlations occurs in this case at level 26.5 
(approximately 30mb and 24.5 km). Figure 3 shows the mean mixing ratio profile of ozone and 
the profile of the proxy for aerosol mixing ratio for the days of observation. Also shown 
are the local mean horizontal and vertical gradients plotted as vectors on a relative scale 
of 1000 vertically to 1 horizontally. Assuming that air parcels primarily undergo elliptical 
plane orbits in the meridional in the stratosphere (/3/), the correlated aerosol/ozone 
variations produced by advection can be expressed in terms of products of the zonal mean 
horizontal and vertical gradients of the constituents together with terms describing the 
amplitude of the ellipses and their tilt relative to the horizontal. From Figure 3 the 
transition at level 17 .S is associated with a reversal of the horizontal gradient in the 
aerosol mixing ratio; this is also very close to the location of the aerosol mixing ratio 
peak. The tranaition at level 26.5 is associated with a reversal of the horizontal 
gradient of the ozone mixing ratio. Thus provided that the ellipse tilt is less than 1 in 
1000, a situation associated with quasi-horizontal mixing in the stratosphere, the 
correlation coefficient profile may be understood. An examination of the meridional 
distribution of stratospheric ozone indicates that the horizontal ozone gradient typically 
reverses between 20 and 40 mb (levels 29 and 34) at so• latitude. 
As further evidence of the importance of horizontal, meridional gradients, Figure 4 shows the 
levels of zero correlation between ozone and aerosol mixing ratios during the first year of 
SAGE II measurements (November 1984-November 198S). Also shown is the upper level at which 
H1H2-o. The mean level at which H1H2-o and the mean zero correlation level are coincident 
but seasonal differences between the two levels suggest that the slope of meridional mixing 
surfaces undergo a seasonal cycle. Several more years of observation are however required to 
understand this cycle because not only does the ozone gradient vary from month to month, but 
there are also important variations in the aerosol gradient. 
Most of the aero1ol and ozone variations on a time scale of less than one month are thus 
produced by (primarily horizontal) advections of these constituents. The required magnitude 
of the stratospheric trajectories is of order 1 km vertically by 2000 km horizontally at so• 
latitude. There is considerable information on atmospheric variability in the SAGE II ozone 
and aerosol records. However, the possibility of an underlying anomalous correlation large 
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Fig. 2. The correlation coefficient (R) 
profile for SAGE II ozone mixing ratios and 
1020 nm aer~sol extinction divided by neutral 
deruaity (11- ) for November 1984 and measure-
aents in the latitude range 50 ± s•N after 
removal of the 11eridional gradients. Also 
shown is the product Ro1a2 (line with dots). 
COMPARISON AGAINST OZONESONDES 
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Fig. 3. The mean profiles of ozone mixing 
ratio (ppmv) and the proxy for aerosol mixing 
ratio for the conditions of Fig. 2. The 
meridional gradients at every other pressure 
level are indicated by the arrows on f scale 
of (1 km)- vertically by (1000 km)- hori-
zontally. A leftward directed arrow indi-
cates that the mixing ratio increases in the 
direction of the North Pole. 
An exteruaive comparison of SAGE I and II ozone profiles against both ECC and Brewer-Mast 
ozonesonde profiles has been conducted by R.E.V. This comparison has been made by interpola-
tion of ozonuonde observations using NWS temperature profiles provided for each SAGE pro-
file. The sonde data were uniformly reduced by 3% to conform to the currently accepted ozone 
cross-wectiorua for Dobson column ozone measurements. Coincident colocation criteria were 0.5 
days and 1000 km. Using the SAGE aerosol profiles, care was taken to identify and filter out 
low altitude ozone profiles which might be affected by clouds. Several representations of 
the data were tried in order to obtain a statistically normal distribution of the measure-
llents but the results were not significantly different. Only those ozonesonde profiles with 
a total ozone correction factor of less than 15% were included in this comparison. 
Figure S shows the comparisons grouped by latitude - with the southern hemisphere station at 
Lauder included in the •11id-latitude" data. Clearly there is better agreement between SAGE 
II and the ozonesondes than between SAGE I and the sondes below 20 km altitude. The latitude 
dependence of the SAGE- sonde differences are probably associated with the substantial 
increase of ozone 11ixing ratios with latitude which occurs in the lower stratosphere. The 
sudden change in the differences which occurs at approximately 15 km altitude is almost 
certainly associated with a change in the procedure used to infer the aerosol contribution to 
the 600 nm extinction. Above 14.5 km altitude the 385 nm channel is used in defining the 
aerosol extinction; below this altitude it is not uaed because of the large opacity at this 
wavelength. A contribution to the SAGE-sonde differences may also arise from the time-lag of 
the sonde aeaaure11ent system during ancent through the large vertical ozone gradient 
characteristic of the lover stratosphere /4/. 
Above 20 km altitude the SAGE-sonde differences are small and insignificant. It is thus 
useful to compare the SAGE-derived long term ozone trends above 20 km altitude against those 
inferred from the ozonesonde observations at Hohenpeiasenberg and the combined data from 
Edmonton and Goose Bay. Figure 6 shows these results based on using all the profiles at 
these sites (not just the coincident profiles) during the period 1979-1989. The SAGE data 
used here coruaists of daily zonal means within a 10• wide latitude band centered at 48 and 
53•N respectively. The trends expressed as differences over the 11 year period are shown in 
Figure 6. There h excellent agreement between the trends inferred from the SAGE and 
Canadian sonde observatiorua and the SAGE an~ Hohenpeissenberg trends only differ at the 95% 
confidence level at 20.5 km altitude. These observatiorua indicate that there has been a 
decrease in ozone between 20 and 25 km altitude of approximately 0.5%/year between 1979 and 
1989, with the decrease being larger at tbe lover altitudes in this height range. 
A decrease in ozone is also indicated below 20 km altitude; however because of the possible 
effect of aerosol on the SAGE ozone profile retrievals in this region, this result requires 
further validation. It is worth emphasizing that the relative aerosol contribution to the 
(3)8 D. M. Cunnold and R. E. Veiga 
SAGE ozone signal is more than two orders of magnitude saaller above 30 km altitude than at 
15 km altitude and aerosols are therefore very unlikely to be contaminating SAGE ozone trends 
in the upper stratosphere. On the other hand, the different altitude registration procedures 
for SAGE I and SAGE II can result in systematic reference altitude differences within the 
stated uncertainties of approximately 0.2 km for each experiaent. 
Fig. 4. The pressure levels at which there 
is zero correlation between SAGE II ozone and 
aerosol mixing ratios over the period 
November 1984 to August 1985. The seasond 
cycle is derived from monthly analysis of 
profiles between 44 and 56•N and 44 and 56•s 
(plotted with a 6 month phase shift). Also 
shown is the seasonal cycle in the level 
where the product of the Northward gradients 
CH1H2) equals zero (line with dots; at the 
lower level this curve is indistinguishable 
from the zero correlation level curve). 
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Fig. 5. (a) ·ozonesonde - SAGE I mean 
differences relative to SAGE I, and (b) 
ozone sonde - SAGE 1 I mean differences 
relative to SAGE II. The dashed lines 
represent 951 confidence intervals on the 
mean percentage difference. 
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Abstract 
SAGE II observations of ozone at sunrise and sunset 
(solar zenith angle = 9()0) at approximately the same tropical 
latitude and on the same day exhibit larger concentrations at 
sunrise than at sunset between 55 and 65 km. Because of the 
rapid conversion between atomic oxygen and ozone, the onion-
peeling scheme used in SAGE II retrievals, which is based on 
an assumption of constant ozone, is invalid. A one-dimensional 
photochemical model is used to simulate the diurnal variation of 
ozone panicularly within the solar zenith angle of 800- 1000. 
This model indicates that the retrieved SAGE II sunrise and 
sunset ozone values are both overestimated. The Chapman 
reactions produce an adequate simulation of the ozone 
sunrise/sunset ratio only below 60 km, while above 60 km this 
ratio is highly affected by the odd oxygen loss due to odd 
hydrogen reactions, panicularly OH. The SAGE II ozone 
measurements are in excellent agreement with model results to 
which an onion peeling procedure is applied. The SAGE II 
ozone observations provide infonnation on the mesospheric 
chemistry not only through the ozone profile averages but also 
from the sunrise/sunset ratio. 
Introduction 
The diurnal variation of ozone in the mesosphere has been 
discussed recently in several models such as Rusch and Liu 
(1981), Prather (1981) and Allen et al (1984). They all display 
a similar pattern for the ozone diurnal variations, however none 
of them have compared model results and measurements in the 
transition period such as at sunrise and sunset because of the 
lack of observations. SAGE II ozone measurements are 
however made at 900 solar zenith angle and thus provide an 
excellent opportunity to examine the behavior of ozone at 
sunrise and sunset, or more particularly the variation between 
sunrise and sunset (i.e. the ozone sunrise/sunset ratio), and 
thus to test mesospheric ozone photochemistry. 
The SAGE U data we examined are for the five-year 
period, 1985-1990. The vertical resolution of the ozone 
observations is approximately 1 km. The SAGE II ozone 
channel is centered at 0.6 J.Ull in the Chappuis band. The orbital 
period is approximately 1.5 hours which results in 30 events 
per day (15 sunrises and 15 sunsets). The separation of each 
sunrise or sunset event is approximately 24 degrees in 
longitude and less than one half a degree in latitude. Each 
retrieved ozone profile is approximately representative of the 
atmosphere at local sunrise or sunset but it is derived on the 
basis of the assumption that temporal ozone variation is not 
included. 
A one-dimensional photochemical model is utilized to 
investigate the -ozone variation during twilight hours. Although 
transpon effects might be imponant on time scales of an hour 
or more the resulting ozone changes are equally as likely to be 
positive or negative in the tropics and should thus be averaged 
out over many observations. Two types of chemical schemes 
were used to study the ozone diurnal variation : pure oxygen 
photochemistry and the photochemistry involving both odd 
oxygen and odd hydro~en. . 
The model simulallons clearly show unequal sunnse and 
sunset ozone profiles ( i.e. sunrise > sunset) at altitudes 
between 55 and 65 km. The SAGE II ozone profiles had also 
shown the differences between sunrise and sunset at that 
altitude range. Above 65 km the SAGE II retrieved ozone 
concentrations are controlled by retrieval constraints because of 
measurement noise (Cunnold et al, 1989; Chu et al 1989). The 
differences between sunrise and sunset of SAGE II ozone are 
found to be much larger than those modeled at ?OO solar zeni~h 
angle. This paper emphasizes the ozone sunnse/s~nset ratio 
rather than the individual sunrise or sunset profiles m order to 
test our understanding of mesospheric ozone chemistry during 
twilight and nighttime hours. 
One-dimensional, time-dependent model 
As already indicated above the modeling effort' is. focused 
on the behavior of ozone between sunset and sunnse. The 
overnight loss of odd oxygen caused. by r~ac.tions between 
atomic oxygen and odd hydrogen rad1cals IS mcluded. Odd 
hydrogen concentrations in the mesosphere are_ po?rly known. 
The twilight behavior of odd hydrogen spec1es IS therefore 
modeled. We have not however attempted to simulate the full 
diurnal cycle of ozone because this would ~ntroduc~ additio~al 
modeling uncertainties and SAGE II prov1des no mfonnauon 
on daylight ozone concentrations in the mesosphere. 
The geometry of the model is displayed in Figure. I. 
The chemical species abundance is a function of solar zemth 
angle and altitude. The coverage of the model is from 50 to 80 
km and from 80° to 1200 solar zenith angle. Photochemical 
reactions used in the model are tabulated in Table 1. 
Photochemical equilibrium of ozone is assumed at 800 solar 
zenith angle and the ozone first guess values are from the U.S. 
Standard Atmosphere (1976). The model time step is set equal 
to 2 seconds to accommodate the fast chemical time scale of 
atomic oxygen variations at 50 km altitude (i.e . . 1 0 seconds). 
The height increment is 0.5 km which is one-half of the SAGE 
II venical resolution. 
In order to obtain the initial slant path ozone 
abundances, which are needed to compute the 
photodissociation rate of ozone, a Chapman function (Smith 
and Smith, 1972) is employed at the upper boundary(= 80 km) 
and at the initial state as well (i.e. = 800 solar zenith angle). 
Elsewhere linear interpolation is applied to the ozone 
concentrations at the nearest intersection of the altitude and 
solar zenith angle grid. The absorption cross section of ozone 
and solar irradiances are from Atmospheric Ozone (1985), and 
the cross sections of molecular oxygen in Schumann-Runge 
bands are from Frederick and Hudson (1980). 




Fig.1 Model geometry used to calculate columnar ozone 
amounts and photodissociation rates. 90 indicates the local 
solar zenith angle of incremental contributions. 
~integration procedure at sunset is straightrorward aitd 
requires no iteration. Due to the model geometry (see Figure 1) 
the ozone column along the sunset ray contains contributions 
from different solar zenith angles (i.e. earlier local times for 
which calculations have been completed). For the sunrise ray, 
on the other hand, the grid points correspond to later times for 
which the calculations have not yet been made. To obtain the 
ozone profil_e at ~unrise, the model was ~hus integrated starting 
from the mghtume ozone values until the convergence is 
attained. In each iteration the updated slant path columns 
produce updated ozone profiles. The model seeks convergence 
at each altitude and solar zenith angle grid point Six iterations 
are typically required using a factor of 0.0001 times the ozone 
conce~tration as ~e convergence ~terion at each grid point. 
It 1s assumed m these calculat1ons that ozone absorption is 
much larger than the effect of Rayleigh scattering. Anderson 
( 1983) pointed out that the multiple scattering of solar radiation 
can be ignored at altitudes above 50 km at wavelengths less 
than 0.31 ~m. Although it can become important at large solar 
zenith angles (> 93-94) (Noxon et al, 1979), the substantial 
absorp~ion ~Y. ozone at these angles results in negligible 
photodlssoclaUons below 70 km altitude. At lower altitudes 
where the reflection of solar radiation may be strong it can also 
be ignored compared to the absorption by ozone. The effect 
due to multiple s~attering and ground albedo is thus neglected, 
however, the smgly scattered solar radiation from an 
infinitesimally thin layer (Solomon et al ( 1987)) is included. 
Because of the sensitivity of the calculations to the initial 
ozone profile, it is imponant that the calculated sunrise/sunset 
ratio is constrained by the observed ozone profile. The initial 
ozone profile is therefore iterated until the calculations yield the 
observed ozone profile (1% difference is assumed) at sunset. It 
should be noted that the agreement between the calculated 
profile and ~he obsez:ved S~GE II mean profile is obtained only 
after the omon peel mvers10n procedure has been applied to the 
calculated time-dependent profiles. 
HOx-Ox photochemistry 
Odd hydrogen compounds contribute to an overnight loss 
of odd oxygen through the following reactions 
0 + OH --+ H + Ch 
H + Ch + M --+ H(h + M 
0 + H(h --+ OH + Ch 
Table 1 Photochemical reactions used in the model 
Reactions Rate constants 
(R 1) 0 3 + hv --+ 0 + Ch A < 0.31 ~m 
(R2) O+Ch+M--+DJ+M 6.0 X 10 .)4 (30Q{f)2·3 
(R3) 0 + OH --+ H + Ch 2.3 x 10 ·ll exp .9<JfT 
(R4) 0 + H(h --+ OH + Ch 2.8 x 10 ·l 1 exp 172/T 
(R5) H + Ch + M --+ H(h + M 1.76 X 10 •28 T .).4 
(R6) OH + H(h --+ H20 + Ch 8.4 X 10 - II 
(R7) OH + OH--+ H20+ 0 4.5 x 10 "12 exp ·275fT 
(R8) H02 + H02 --+ H202 + Ch 2.4 X 10 -14 exp 12SO/T 
(R9) 0 + 0)--+ 2(h 1.5 X J0-11 exp -2218/T 
(RIO) 02 + hv --+ 0 + 0 0.17 < A. < 0.25 ~m 
(Rll) H + 0) --+ OH + Ch 1.4 x IQ-10 exp -270/T 
(Rl2) OH + 0) --+ H(h + Ch 1.6 x I0-12 exp -940!r 
The reaction constants are all from Allen et al, 1984 except (R2) 
(which is from J. Phys . Chern., Vol. 11, 1982), 
photodissociation rates of ozone and molecular oxygen are 
calculated in the model itself. 
which encompass a major catalytic destruction of odd oxygen 
above the stratopause. The OH abundances taken from Allen et 
al (1984) around 1800 hr are used as initial values. The H02 is 
derived in the photochemical balance as follows 
These catalytic reactions are able to destroy atomic oxygen very 
efficiently and when the abundance of atomic oxygen is greater 
than 107 cm·3 (- 1/400 of its daytime value) a significant loss 
of Ox is thus expected The equation controlling the loss of odd 
oxygen in this model can be written as 
Figure 2 depicts the variability of odd exygen from 800 to 
110° solar zenith angle between 50 and 70 km. At 70 km, 
approximately 35% of the initial odd oxygen is destroyed 
within a two hour period around sunset. A 15% loss of odd 
oxygen occurs before sunset and a 20% loss takes place after 
dark. During the period before sunset the 0/03 ratio remains 
constant, with 0 of an order of magnitude larger than 0 3. In 
the early part of night during which the 0/0) ratio decreases by 
a factor of two, no significant increase of ozone occurs. This is 
because oxygen atoms are removed by O+OH catalytic 
reactions instead of being convened to 03. At solar zenith 
angles greater than 93° (at which time 0 has decreased to just a 
factor of two larger than 0 3), ozone begins to increase 
substantially. At 65 km altitude, the odd oxygen loss is 
primarily concentrated in a hour period before sunset, and the 
loss of odd oxygen is approximately 30%. The 0/03 ratio 
however, in the same period, tends to remain a constant. At 60 
km the loss of odd oxygen is 15% and only occurs before 
sunset. Below 60 km the loss of odd oxygen is small - only 
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Fig. 2 The calculated variation of odd oxygen of HOx -Ox 
chemisuy at sunset between 8(~' and 1100 solar zenith angle 
from 50 to 70 km altitude. 
Table 2 Selected days of SAGE II ozone observations 
Nov 6 











Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the variation of ozone between 
80° and 1100 solar zenith angles during sunset and sunrise, 
respectively. The modeled ozone variations for both sunset and 
sunrise show good agreement with Allen et al (1984). 
OH oscillates up and down within the two-hour period 
around sunset at 70 km. Figure 4 illustrates the OH variations 
with solar zenith angle. The variations of H02 (not shown) are 
photochemically coupled with OH. The variations of OH are 
less important during the period before sunrise (not shown) 
than in the period after sunset not only because OH 
concentrations are approximately an order magnitude smaller 
but also because the abundances of atomic oxygen are small. 
Therefore the destruction of Ox due to HOx is not effective just 
before sunrise, and only the conversion of ozone to atomic 
oxygen needs to be considered in this period. 
The photodissociation of water vapor is not included in the 
model because (1) the photodissociation of H20 is quite small 
at twilight in the mesosphere and (2) there is no direct impact 
on 0) due to H20. In addition, SAGE ll does not measure 
ihO above the stratosphere. Furthermore, we would like to 
keep the photochemical reaction set as simple as possible in 
order to better understand the photochemistry in the 
mesosphere. The results indicates that at 70 km a 5% OH 
change will induce a 1% change in 03. The one hour average 
of JH2o before sunset contributes approximately 5% increase in 
OH. Therefore 1% ozone change is expected. But this can be 
neglected compared to SAGE II measurement uncenainty. 
The comparisons of model results and SAGE II 
ozone measurements 
Because of seasonal and latitudinal variations in the ozone 
diurnal changes, the selection of SAGE II measurements used 
in the comparison becomes significant. In one year of SAGE II 
data, only five days (four days in tropical region and one at 
mid-latitude) have been found where sunrise and sunset events 
are within one degree of latitude difference in a 24 hour period. 
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Fig. 3 (a) The calculated variation of ozone of H0 11 -0 11 
chemistry at sunset between 800 and 1100 solar zenith 
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Fig. 4 The calculated variation of OH of HOx-Ox. chemistry at 
sunset between 800 and 1100 solar zenith angle from 50 to 
70 krn altitude. 
latitudes of sunrise and sunset events are within 1 degree of 
each other. In this comparison, only SAGE II zonal mean 
values are used. The longitudinal variation of the ozone 
measurements is affected by random noise (Cunnold et al, 
1984 and 1989) particularly in the tropical region - where most 











Fig. 5 (a) The comparisons of ozone profiles on the selected 
days between 50 and 65 km at sunset; star with error bar : 
SAGE 11 ozone profile; solid line : rttric=ved oz.one profile 
of model results; dotted line : ozone profile at 900 solar 
zenith angle of model results. (b) same as (a) except ut 
sunrise. 
Within the four tropical zonal means, it is found that the 
model results display nearly identical ozone variations both at 
sunrise and sunset. Therefore the ensemble mean of the zonal 
average of the four coincident events (per year) can be used to 
compare with the model predictions. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) 
shows the means (star) and standard deviations (shown as 
error bars) of the twenty events at both sunrise and sunset of 
the selected days over the five-year SAGE II data set. In the 
calculations reponed here SAGE II sunset profiles have been 
used as a constraint on the ozone near 9()o solar zenith angle. 
An onion-peeling algorithm applied to slant column inferred 
from the model results begins at 78 km (ozone at 78 km is 
guessed. initially). The ozone concentration is estimated by 
subtracting the sum of the ozone concentrations weighted by 
the path length in all higher altitude layers from the slant 
column content. In the onion peeling inversion, homogeneous 
spherical shells with constant ozone concentrations are 
~ssumed. This procedure produces a hypothetical ozone profile 
mferred from the model calculations which may be directly 
compared against retrieved SAGE U ozone profiles. 
For pure oxygen chemistry the modeled and observed 
sunrise/sunset ratio agrees well only at the altitudes between 50 
and 60 km . Overestimates of the ratio are found above 60 km 
with a maximum of 30% at 63 km. The overestimation is 
~otally attributable to the excess of oxygen atoms above 60 km 
m the model at sunset, which then produce excessive nighttime 
ozone concentration. Consequently an excessively large and 
asymmetric ozone variation is produced at sunrise. Because the 
~~ymmetry will propagate downward via the onion peel 
procedure, the more asymmetric the variation about 900 the 
deeper the effect Will penetrate. 
When the chemistry of odd oxygen and odd hydrogen is 
incJuded, fewer oxygen atoms are available to be convened into 
ozone and therefore there is a tendency for an increase in the 
ozone photodissociation rate. At 70 km, the transition from 0 
to 0:3 is thus deferred at sunset, and an earlier transition occurs 
oppositely at sunrise. The time difference corresponds to 
approximately one degree solar zenith angle. At lower altitudes 
because of the smaller ozone diurnal variation the effect is less 
pronounced. 
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) have also displayed the simulated 
ozone (i.e. the solid lines) after the onion-peeling retrieval 
method has been applied. The agreement between SAGE II 
Table 3 Correction factors of SAGE II ozone profiles at sunrise 
and sunset in the tropics 
km 65 64 63 62 6\ 60 59 58 57 56 55 
sr 1.29 1.30 1.29 1.26 1.21 1.1 (l 1.12 1.09 1.06 1.03 1.03 
ss 1.03 1.(>4 1.05 I.OC1 I .07 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.04 I .03 
sr : sunnse; ss : sunset 
ozone means and modeled ozone is within 1% at sunset and 
better than 5% at sunrise. We consider these difference to be 
small compared to the measurement uncenainties of SAGE II. 
Furthermore, the photochemical reactions used in the model, 
disregarding the photodissociation of water vapor, are 
sufficient lo describe sunset and sunrise ozone variations in the 
altitudes from 50 to 65 km. 
Also, in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) the ozone values at 9()0 solar 
zenith angle are shown as doued line. According to the ozone 
profiles at 900 solar zenith angle and the simulated ozone 
profile (at which the onion-peeling method has been applied), 
we can infer the correction factors for the SAGE II ozone 
measurements. Table 3 shows the correction factors between 
55 and 65 km. Below 55 km only 1% corrections are needed. 
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5. Comparison of SAGE II ozone against UARS data 
SAGE ll ozone profiles were compared against MLS, CLAES (blocker 8 and 
blocker 9) and ISAMS measurements over the periods: January 9-11 (45 UARS 
nighttime profiles between 55 and 10N, and 45 UARS daytime profiles at 21-
34N), April 15-17 (42 U~ nighttime profiles at 22-36N), and for January 9 
separately using the new "TEST" ISAMS data. Comparisons were also made 
for August 25-28 (56 UARS daytime profiles at 44-535) with CLAES data being 
unavailable for August 27 and ISAMS not operating throughout the period, for 
April 18-20. (45 UARS nighttime profiles at 5-22N, and 44 UARS nighttime 
profiles at 3-29N). The time differences between the SAGE ll and the UARS 
measurements varied between 0 and 7 hours (averaging 3 hours) and the 
spatial colocation differences varied within each comparison period over the 
range 0 to 14 degrees longitude (averaging -7 degrees) and 0 to 2 degrees in 
latitude (average -1 degree). Data was only utilized if the error bars for the 
two instruments being compared were less than 50% of the measured ozone 
mixing ratios. The SAGEn profiles were all smoothed over the altitude range 
of -2.5 km between UARS pressure levels. 
Figure 5.2.1.5-1 shows the mean differences of the UARS ozone measurements 
from the SAGE II measurements over the period January 9-11 between 21 and 
34N. The standard errors in the differences are seen to be small (typically < 
0.2 ppmv). MLS and ISAMS show differences of less than -0.5 ppm except 
below 5 mb where the ISAMS (V0006) measurements are known to be 
contaminated by aerosols and at 46 mb for MLS where the SAGE n 
measurements are lacking precision also because of aerosol effects. The CLAES 
(B9 differences) possess a strongly varying structure with altitude with minima 
at 0.68, 3.2 and 14.7 mb. Figure 5.2.1.5-2 shows a similar comparison for 
January 9 but using the "TEST" ISAMS algorithm; it suggests that this revised 
algorithm has been successful in removing much of the aerosol contamination. 
Figures 5.2.1.5-3 and -4 compares standard deviations of the UARS-SAGE IT 
differences over the January 9-11 period to the means of the er:ror bars 
provided with each profile. Of the intercomparison periods analyzed, only this 
period (at these latitudes) and the August 25-28 period showed covariances (i.e. 
stratospheric variability?) exceeding 1% of the product of the ozone 
measurements, and even then only near 1 and 10 mb. The vertical structure 
of the MLS/SAGE II correlation reflects this with a minimum being exhibited 
near 3 mb; this is consistent with our understanding of vertical differences in 
the variability of atmospheric ozone. U the error bars are realistic, the 
standard deviations of the UARS-SAGE II differences should be equal, in a 
statistical sense, to the square root of the sum of the square of the errors. It 
should be noted, however, that the SAGE ll error bars need to be reduced by 
a factor of -1.2 for the smoothing of the SAGE n profiles to the UARS levels. 
A good consistency is then shown in this MLS/SAGE ll comparison between 
10 and 0.46 mb. Note that there exists little correlation of SAGE ll and MLS 
at 0.46 mb almost certainly because the errors substantially exceed atmospheric 
12 
variability in this period at this level. While the SAGE n error bars appear to 
be somewhat too large below 10 mb, the MLS/SAGE II correlation becomes 
small in this region almost certainly because of SAGE n errors introduced by 
aerosol effects. 
Figure 5.2.1.5-3 also shows that for ISAMS there is significant correlation with 
the SAGEn measurements between 2.2 and 0.32 mb and that the ISAMS error 
bars may be slightly too large above 1 mb. The strong correlation at 10 mb 
suggests that the aerosol effects on the ISAMS profiles, at least in this case, 
may be fairly systematic. The CLAES (B9) results show that the altitudes 
where B9 ozone values are small, correspond to large error bars and maximum 
variability in CLAES (B9)/SAGE n differences. The CLAES (B9) error bars 
appear to be a factor of -2 too large (perhaps corresponding to the inclusion 
of some systematic errors). For CLAES (BB), the standard deViations of the 
CLAES (BB)/SAGE IT differences are no worse than for B9, indicating that the 
differences between CLAES (BS) and SAGE ll are dominated by systematic 
errors. The error bars given for CLAES (B8) are larger than for B9, probably 
because of the inclusion of some of these larger systematic errors in blocker 8. 
The results shown in Figures 5.2.1.5-1 and 5.2.1.5-2 are typical of the 
intercomparisons. Figures 5.2.1.5-5 and -6 shows the means and standard 
deviations of the intercomparison period differences (each period receiving 
equal weight). The standard deviations shown are similar to the instrumental 
error bars, indicating that the measurement differences are a function of 
latitude and/ or season (perhaps in part because of variations in temperature 
structure and aerosol loading). Although most of the UARS observations used 
in these comparisons were nighttime measurements, because of variations in 
the measured differences, obvious differences between the nighttime and the 
daytime intercomparisons were not apparent. Of the intercomparison periods 
considered, the January 9-11 period near the equator (SAGE II sunrises) 
exhibits the largest differences between the SAGE II and the UARS instruments, 
almost certainly because of the exceptionally large aerosol loading at this time 
(and the effects of aerosols on the SAGE n and the infrared sensors almost 
certainly extends considerably above 10 mb in this case). 
The mean differences between SAGE ll and the other instruments (over the 
latitude range 0-55 degrees) show MLS approximately 3% larger than SAGE 
II between 1.5 and 10 mb and smaller than SAGE IT outside this range. 
ISAMS ozone profiles possess a steeper vertical gradient than SAGE II with 
the current ISAMS algorithm being known to be influenced by aerosols near 
10 mb and with ISAMS concentrations -15% smaller near 1 mb. The CLAES 
(B9) mean differences exhibit the strongly banded structure seen in the January 
intercomparison although somewhat smoothed in altitude. Ozone is being 
significantly underestimated by CLAES (B9) near 1 and 10 mb. 
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Combining the standard deviations shown in Figures 5.2.1.5-5 and -6 with the 
"typical" random errors inferred from the standard deviations of the differences 
given in Figures 5.2.1.5-3 and -4, a self-consistent set of profile repeatability 
values for each instrument are shown in Table 1. This table also shows biases 
with respect to SAGEn obtained by taking means and standard deviations of 
the altitudinal differences shown in Figures 5.2.1.5-5 and -6. We conclude that 
the accuracy and precisions are approximately 5% for MLS, 10% for ISAMS 
(where aerosol contamination effects are small) and 15% for CLAES (B9). Note 
that if the biases can be removed from the CLAES (B8) values, they have the 
potential to provide ozone values to 10% precision. The accuracies and 
precisions listed may extend to altitudes below 32 mb, for MLS in particular, 
but it is not possible to conclude this from these intercomparisons because of 
potentially significant aerosol-related errors in the SAGE II profiles at low 
altitudes dwing this intercomparison period. · 
Table 1. Instrumental repeatability of UARS ozone measurements inferred 
from differences with SAGE ll measurements between 0 and 55 latitude over 
data intercomparison periods between January and August 1992. Also shown 
are mean and standard deviations of the mean altitudinal differences. 
Instrument Repeat- Pressure Bias with Pressure 
ability Range respect to Range 
SAGE II 
MLS ·> 5% 1.5 -15mb 0 +/- 5% 0.46 - 32 mb 
ISAMS > 10% 0.46- 5mb -5 +/- 7% 0.32- 7mb 
CLAES (B9) > 15% 0.46- 32 mb -7 +/- 8% 0.46- 32mb 
CLAES (B8) > 10% 1 - 21 mb 23 +/- 5% 2- 21 mb 
SAGE ll > 5% 0.46- 10mb accuracy approx. 0.32- 10mb 
5% 
One comparison has been made between HALOE and SAGE n consisting of 
15 profiles on May 6 at 50S (Figure 5.2.1.5-7). HALOE mixing ratios are 5-
10% larger than SAGE II between 1.5 and 32 mb. There is agreement within 
approximately 5% between 1 and 0.46 mb. At latitudes above 0.46 mb, 
HAWE values are -30% larger than SAGE ll. Rms differences are 
approximately 10% at all altitudes when the mean differences are removed. 
These differences are illustrated in Figure 5.2.1.5-8, where they are shown as 
a function of longitude. 
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